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MM m > SCQffg 
The popular topic of th« day in tha library world 
appaara to ba microcomputara. During tha paat faw 
yaara, tha uaa of microcomputara for a wida array of 
library functiona haa baan incraaaing axponantially. 
But thair popularity darivaa not only from thair uaa in 
library applicationa; It ia alao dua to thair 
appaaranca in librariaa for patron uaa. 
Thia bibliography attanipta to idantify all 
partinant periodical or aarial articlaa publiahad 
during tha laat faw yaara for thoaa who wiah to 
acquaint thamaalvaa with thia topic. Ita hopad that 
thia bibliography will prova to ba a tima-aaving davica 
for librariana and any othara intaraatad in tha 
fflicrocomputar aa an information handling tool. 
METHODOLOQY 
Tha bibliography includaa aourcaa available in 
Haulan Azad Library, A.M.U. aaminar librariaa of tha 
diffarant dapartmanta of tha, A.H.U., aoma aourcaa hava 
baan praparad on tha aourcaa available in American 
Centra Library, New Delhi, Britiah Council Library, New 
Delhi, Central Library, Univaraity of Delhi, and Indian 
National Scientific and Documentation Centre,New Delhi. 
8TANPARP FOt.i.WEP: 
Aa far aa poaaibla the internationally recommended 
atandard for bibliography haa been followed. 
ABSTRACTS : 
The antriea in thia bibliography contain abatracta 
giving tha eaaential information about tha articlaa 
documented. 
(iv) 
ARRAHQEMENT8 : 
As far a« po««1b1« aubjact haadlnsa are aaalonad 
In atandard tarma In a logical aaquanca and arrangad 
alphabatioally. Daah ( ) and comma (,) danotaa common 
aubjact heading. Firat daah and comma repreaent 
microcomputer In every entry. 
Following Itema of Information are contained In 
the entrlea: 
a) «8er1a1 number 
b) Name of the author/authora 
c) A full atop (.) 
d) Title of the contribution Including aubtltle, 
(If any) 
a) A fullatop (.) 
f) Title of the periodical 
g) A comma (,) 
h) Volume number 
1) laaue number In amall bracketa 
J) Month 
k) Year 
1) A comma (,) 
m) Inclualve pagea of the artlclee 
n) A full etop (.) 
« Serial numbera are given before the aubject 
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1.1 
INFORMATION TECHN0L0QIE8 
In th« oldan days the societies were small and the 
economic or other activities were on a much smaller 
scale than what it is today. So the magnitudes of 
information collection, processing and dissemination 
activities were also much smaller and manual methods 
were eufficient for the purpose. But, as years passed, 
the sizes of the populations and those of activities in 
various sectors increased and manual methods were no 
longer adequate. Machine were to be used and this led 
to development or use of different information 
technologies. The technologies of printing,photography, 
dataprocessing, telecommunications, etc started being 
applied for Information storage or recording, 
processing and dissemination. Thus there came the 
printed books, microfilms, microfiches, computers, 
telex & telefax systems, and so on. Recently the 
optical digital disc has also entered this field of 
information and retrieval. These technologies have come 
from various subject disciplines and specialities. 
These include:-
(I) computers, 
(II) microforms (microf11ms,microfiches,microcards,etc) 
(iil)reprographics (photography, photocopying, printing 
etc) 
(1v) telecommunications (online networks, facsmile 
transmission, etc) and 
(v) library science/documentation and a host allied 
disciplines. 
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1.2 
EVOLUTION OF LIBRARY AUTOMATION: 
FROM MAINFRAMES TO MICROS 
Th« caution ttxerclsed by libraries In Jumping Into 
th« micro arana can ba undaratood aa ona 1ooka at the 
avolutlon of data procaaaing and tha Impact of Its 
varloua atagaa on library automation. 
Malnfrana Computara 
Tha digital computar, tha haart of tha data 
procaaaing Induatry, baraly apana a aingia generation 
of hiatory. The Electronic Numerical Integrator and 
Computer (ENIAC) waa developed during World War II aa a 
tool for the U.S. Army to Calculate ball letlea and 
mlaalle trajectorlea. It weighed In at 30 tone, took 
15,000 aquare feet of apace and coat nearly half a 
million ddlara to build In 1946. It had 18,000 vacuum 
tubea (which blew out at an average rate of one every 
aeven and half minutea), conaumed 160 kllowatta of 
electricity and could do 6000 calculatlona per aecond. 
The computera on which the firat library 
automation projecta were undertaken had not advanced 
much beyond ENIAC. For the moat part, they were aharad 
unlveralty mainframe computera. The eyatema were 
enormoualy expenelve to program, and aome projecta took 
10 yeara or more to Implement. All were "batch" 
ayateme, ao that reaulta from computer runa were 
available only after houra, or even daya, of 
procaaaing. Data waa Input on punched carda. Output waa 
printed on computer paper In hard-to-read, uppercaae-
only charactere. Sorting and aequencing of records was 
effected by aaalgning an Identification number to each 
line of data. 
The early library ayateme received very mixed 
revlewa. True, the programa produced llata and cataloga 
that were even more difficult to produce manually, but 
the systeiiMi w«r« cumb#r«ORM and experveive to U8«. SOIM 
prophets, hoviever, saw the computer ae the final answer 
to all of the library's woes. Manual files were 
becoinino more expensive to maitain as they grew insize 
and cofl^ lexity. The information explosion was flooding 
the library with more material than it could process 
with existing staff. Many believed that computers could 
rescue libraries from the situation. 
Others painted a much grimmer picture of 
computers. E.Q. Mason, in his article "The Qreat Qas 
Bubbls Prick't; or Computers Revealed by a Gentleman of 
Quality," comfirmed the fears of many in the library 
profession, these fears were well-founded Systems 
analysts had an oversimplified view of the library. The 
large computers were not friendl-y to librarians, and 
the reliability of early systems was poor. Strong 
resistance to automation by a few and heightened 
skepticism by many resulted in a divided camp among 
librarians-those for automation and those against it. 
The high cost of mainframe systems limited automation 
to only the largest institutions, and the skepticism of 
many library administrators narrowed the field even 
further. 
Minicomputers 
In 1961 Digital Equipment Corp. Introduced a new 
concept in computers-the 16-b1t processor. These 
minicomputers could look at 16 pieces of information 
simultaneously instsad of the 32 to 60 bits that 
mainfreuns coiiw>uters used. As a result, the processors 
were smaller and cheaper. Meanwhile, transistors had 
replaced vacuum tubes so that the rest of the circuitry 
had become simplsr and generated less heat. With 
Increased efficiency and faster processing, the minis 
offered thesame computing power as a mainframe but at 
one-tenth to one-quarter of the cost. 
Recognizing the potential market for lees 
expensive machines in the library world, vendors began 
to develop computer programs specially for library 
uses, these were marketed along with the computers 
th4Mii8«1v«8 as a sing la packaga, known as a turnkay 
systam. By 1977 aa many aa 20 vandora wara markatlng 
minicomputar-baaad ayatama daaignad aapaclally for 
llbrarlaa. 
Whila tha track racord for tha minl-baaad ayatama 
waa Inflnltaly battar than for tha aarliar largar 
systaroa, thara wara atlll horror atoriaa baing 
raportad. Llbrarlaa bought ayatama for which tha vador 
fallad to provlda adaquata aupport. Syatama oftan 
fallad to maat axpactatlona. In part bacauaa of nalvata 
on tha part of llbrarlana aa to what an automatad 
ayatam could do. As vandora aought to win contracta by 
offaring low bida, ayatama wara aomatlroaa undar-
conflgurad and did not hava tha capacity to hand1a tha 
Joba thay wara axpactad to do. tha akaptlclam of tha 
pravloua ara may hava baan raducad, but It did not 
diaappaar. 
Supar-mlnia or Mldranga CoMputara 
In tha lata 19708 aavaral minlcomputar 
manufacturara brought out a naw gaharatlon of machlnaa 
known aa aupar-mlnla. Thaaa wara abia to handia 32 bita 
simultanaoualy, aa did aarly malnframa machlnaa, but at 
only allghtly highar coat than tha 16-b1t 
minlcomputara. By linking aavaral computara togathar, 
It waa now poaalbia to aaaambla a ayatam that had 
aavaral timaa tha capacity of a malnframa computar but 
at approximataly half tha prica. By 1982, howavar, only 
a faw library ayatama wara baing davalopad for thaaa 
machlnaa. 
M1croconputara 
Whila microcomputera wara baing built aa aarly aa 
1971, not until tha sacond half of tha dacada wara thay 
ragardad aa aarloua antrlaa In to tha data procaaaing 
flald. Tha firat mlcrocomputara wara 4-b1t 
microprocaaaor chips, with vary llttla Intarnal mamory 
avallabia for programming. Data wara typically storad 
on caasatta tapa, almllar to that uaad In sound 
recording, retrieval was slow, storage limited and the 
tape transports unreliable. Most early micro 
applications were comsumer oriented, with chips, used 
for process control in such products as digital watches 
and microwave ovens. The next wave of applications was 
game-oriented and included 8-bit microcomputers.It was 
in this phase that microcomputers became widely 
known. The sheer success of the game applications 
militated against their being considerd by many for 
"serious" applications. Atari, Inc., for example still 
struggles with the game image, even though the Atari 
800 is a respectable and well-designed microcomputer. 
It was probably the entry of Apple Computer,Inc. 
into the micro arena that turned the tide for 
libraries. In 1976 Stephen Wozniak and Steven Jobs 
began work ina garage, building the microcomputer that 
eventually became the Apple. It did not use the micro 
chip favored by the technical crowd nor the bus 
structure that some thought should be the industry 
standard nor the operating system that many hoped would 
become universal. But the new company had a good 
marketing strategy, aimed princiipally at the young. 
Schools were given large discounts and often machines. 
Oublic and school libraries were given machines by 
enthusiastic administrators and told "do something 
interesting with them." An enormous number of 
educational programs resulted-many well written, but 
many others poorly written. 
Until 1981 there was still a fairly strong 
resistance to microcomputers on the part of librarians. 
In addition to the limited storage capacity and 
relative scarcity of good software for library 
applications, the so-called "big three" micros had 
image problems. Atari, as noted above, was considered a 
toy. The Apple was seen as "cutesy," an image 
encouraged by advertisements such as a Garden of Eden 
scene, in which a naked man and woman are standing 
waist deep bushes. The man has an Apple microcomputer 
under his arm, and the woman is deciding whether a 
micro or a Mcintosh wijl be her source of temptation. 
Radio Shack's TRS-eO was seen as austere and drab, with 
its gray box and black-and-white monitor.Other 
manufacturers were thought of as obscure and liable to 
become extinct within a few years. 
The arrival of IBM Corp., Xerox Corp. and Digital 
Equipment Corp. on the micro scene served to ligitimize 
the industry. By the end of 1982, all but the most 
stubborn resistance by information professionals had 
dissipated, and most librarians were considering which 
micro to buy, not whether to buy. 
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1.3 
MICROCOMPUTER BASICS 
Definition of microcomputors 
One of the first barriers to understanding the 
technology of microcomputers lies in the definition of 
the term. As a variety of machines and hundreds of uses 
have emerged, so have descriptive terms. Words like 
"desk-top computer," "personal computer," "hand-held 
computer," "pocket computer," "small business machine" 
and others have become synonymous with microcomputer 
to many people. 
Technically, a microcomputer is any machine, 
regardless of the size, bit configuration of selling 
price, that uses microprocessor chips for its central 
processing unit (CPU). Most micros are single-chip 
machines. Some use added chips for controlling the 
speed or sequence of processing, for communicating with 
peripheral devices or for greater flexibility in 
processing. For example,the TRS-80 Model 16 uses both a 
16-bit and an 8-bit chip. 
A desk-top computer is exactly what the name 
suggests-a computer that fits on top of a desk. Usually 
these are microcomputers,but several small 
minicomputers also fit this category. Small business 
machines extend even further into the minicomputer 
category. {Personal computers are single-user micros, 
although some "personal" computers can now be 
configured to support multiple users. Hand-held and 
pocket computers are subsets of the personal computer 
and are used as the names suggest. 
Figure 1.31: Relationship of Microcomputers and other 
Small Computers 
CM 
CO 
CO 
00 
Small Business Machines 
Desktop Computers 
r 
Microcomputers 
J3 
I 
Personal Computers 
Hand-held Computers 
.For this monograph we are using thterm 
microcomputer in the technical sense, that is, a 
computer using a chip as its CPU. 
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MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS 
A microprocessor chip Is a tiny piece of silicon 
on which thousands of electrical circuits are engraved 
by a complex chemical and photolithographic process. A 
finished chip usually has a series of metal "legs" on 
each side; these are the connectors through which 
the chip communicates with the rest of its system. 
The first commercial chip, the 4004, which could 
handle four bits of data simultaneously, was designed 
in 1971 by Intel Corp. for use in calculators. By 1975, 
19 different microprocessors had been announced. Two 
years later, there were 54 on the market.Intel's 8-bit 
chip,the 8060, was Introduced In 1974 and was described 
as the "first microprocessor to have the speed,power 
and external device control capabilities to make it 
applicable over a wide variety of products." 
By the late 1970s,there were three major 
"families" of 8-b1t chips available to the 
microcomputer industry. Figure 1.32 summarizes the 
development of increasingly powerful chips within the 
three families-Intel/Zilog, Inc., Mostek Memory Systems 
and Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc. 
Figure 1.32: The Development of Majors Microprocessor 
Chip Families 
Company 
Intel Corp 
4bit Chips s-bit Chips 16-bit 
4004 8008 
Chips 32 bit Chips 
Zilog Corp T 
Z80 
T 
Z80A 
8080 
T 
8080A 
f 
8085 •- 808*: 
8088 
*- Z8000 
Mostek Memory 
Systems 6502 
6502A 
65 U, 
Motorola Semiconductor 
Product!, Inc 680(.l 
T 
6809 
68000 
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The internal difference in these chips are not 
important to the user, but it is essential to recognize 
that systems based on different families are 
incompatible with each other. Because of the 
differences in the way the chips handle instructions, 
software based on different chip families is also 
incompatible without special interfaces. Users must 
consider hardware and software compatibility when 
planning,evaluating or buying system. 
The 8-bit chips were limited in the speed at which 
they could process information and also in the amount 
of internal memory the chip could access-about 64,000 
characters. Some manufacturers got around this limit 
with a technique called bank switching, but it was 
clear that there would be a market for a chip that 
could process 16 bits of information simultaneously, 
the three chip families were quick to produce 16-bit 
grandchildren. In addition to the added capacity of the 
16-bit processors, the arrival of three large computer 
manufacturers on the micro scene (IBM, Xerox and 
Digital Equipment Corp.) lent a legitimacy to the 
industry. 
To add further confusion to the microchip scene, 
Intel introduced a 32-bit chip (the iAPX432), which 
departed entirely from the earlier chip families. By 
mid-1982, Texas Instruments, Inc. and National 
Semiconductor Corp. were announcing 32-bit chips. 
One of the important implications of the 16-and 
32-bit chips is that they have the capacity to use 
operating systems previously available only on mini-and 
mainframe computers. The pool of already developed 
software that could be tapped is enormous. One 
manufacturers has already brought out a chip that has 
the same instruction set as the mainframe IBM 360. 
Others are certain to follow. 
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1 .4 
A. HAROMARE 
Let U8 look briefly at the architecture of a 
microcomputer. Basically it is a smaller microprocessor 
chip to which has been added some memory, a clock and a 
way to get data in and out of the chip in a controlled 
fashion. A full system usually Includes peripheral 
devices as well. 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
The CPU is the heart of the micro system. It 
consists of five components on one or more chips, (see 
figure 1.41). 
Figure 1.41: A Central Processing Unit 
Control 
Unit 
HE: 
Register 
ZZXZIZ 
Register 
Register 
zzz i : 
Register 
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The arthmetlc and logic unit (ALU) performs all 
calculations, which essentially boil down to addition 
and subtraction. Since all information is represented 
to the machine as members, the ALU can add, subtract, 
multiply and devide. Data cetn also stored, compared and 
changed. 
An accumulator stores information from the ALU as 
it steps thorugh its calculations, rather like a 
temporary scratch pad. 
Registers serve as further internal storage. More 
registers mean that more calculations are possible and 
usually at greater speed. 
The control unit acts as a traffic cop and 
controls the flow of data between the ALU and the 
registers. 
The clock sends tiny electrical pulses throughout 
the CPU to pace the calculations and storage. It may 
cycle as many as 4 million times per second. 
Data Buses 
Data buses are circuits for the internal transfer 
and control of data between the CPU and other parts of 
the system, they not only provide for system expansion 
such as additional memory, but allow peripheral devices 
such as disk drives to be plugged in and also control 
communication through input/outpiut devices. Different 
manufacturers use different-and incompatible-bus 
standards. It is important to know which bus is used in 
a micro so that you can select compatible expanded 
n»mory boards or other plug-in devices. The bus itself 
plugs into the micro with connectors. These are similar 
in function to an electrical plug and socket,but there 
are usually many sets of connectors rather than just 
one. The connector can be either a blade or a pin. 
One of the earliest bus configurations was the S-
100 bus, so called because it had 100 pin connectors. 
The S-100 is the closest to being an industry 
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standard, as it is used by at least seven 
microprocessors, including Motorola's 6809,6802 and 
6800, Mostek's 6502, Intel's 8080A and 8085 and Zilog's 
Z-80. 
The multibus was developed by Intel for its 8-bit 
chip system and used also by its 16-bit processors. The 
VME bus was developed by Motorola and Signetics Philips 
for the micros using the 6800 chip. Other buses, used 
less frequently in micros,include the LSI-11 and the 
Versabus. 
A microcomputer system will also include some 
means for external communication, for example, with 
printers or modems. The RS232C is the most commonly 
used standard for external communication; it is capable 
of transmitting data one character at a time. 
Internal Memory 
Internal memory stores both programs that are 
being executed and data that are being processed.the 
amount of internal memory determines the complexity of 
programs that can be used and many affect how fast the 
programs can be run. (Many commercially available 
programs state the minimum eunount of internal memory 
they required.) 
Memory is described by the number of bytes or 
characters it can store. An abbreviated description of 
eunounts of memory has been developed that rounds off 
1024 (or 2 ) bytes to 1000 and is referred to as a 
kilobyte or IK. Thus, 2K is 2048 bytes, 16K is 16,384 
bytes, etc. A megabyte (MB) is 1 million bytes. 
Microcomputers typically come with a minimum 
amount of internal memory with expansion slots into 
which additional memory boards can be inserted.For 
exeunple, the IBM Personal Computer,as of early 1983, 
offered expansion up to 256K. The basic rule of thumb 
for library applications is to buy as much memory as 
you can afford; 48K is probably the minimum for most 
library tasks. 
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There are basically five types of interna! memory. 
They are usually referred to by their acronym and 
the amount of memory available in kilobytes, for 
example, 64K RAM. 
Read-only memory (ROM) contains specific programs 
and cannot be altered. Basic processing functions, such 
as the ability to copy a diskette, are built in. 
Programmable read-only memory (PROM) can be 
programmed by the user with a special device that 
selectively burns thechip's circuits open or closed 
with a current. Once the chip is programmed, it cannot 
be changed. 
Erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM) is 
designed so that its circuits retain the electrical 
charge that programmed the chip. EPROM can thus be 
erased by exposure to ultraviolet light and then 
reprogrammed. 
Electronically alterable read-only memory (EAROM) 
can be programmed and reprogreunmed within the machine. 
Random access memory (RAM) is usually the largest 
component of internal memory in the microcomputer. It 
is into this memory that an applications program is 
read and in which data are manipulated. 
The first four types of memory are called 
nonvolatile because they hold the instructions 
permanently (or until reprogrammed). RAM loses all its 
content when the electricity is turned off and is thus 
referred to as volatile memory. 
EXTERNAL STORAGE 
One of the chief limiting factors of early 
microcomputer systems was the lack of methods for 
external storage of data after processing. Several 
modes are now available. In choosing among them, three 
factors are imortant: cost, storage sapacity and 
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whether or not accese to the information stored is 
sequential or random. 
Cassette Tapes 
Both ordinary audio cassettes and "data quality" 
tapes can be used by micros. Both are subject to 
jamming, crinkling,breaking and stretching, and both 
are very slow. Additionaly, as is common to all types 
of tape storage,the data have to be read sequentially; 
there is no random access to information. However, 
tapes are inexpensive and remain an economical storage 
mode. 
Floppy Disks 
Floppy disks, also known as diskettes, are 
circular sheets of mylar, similar to an extremely thin 
46-rpm record. They spin inside a carboard jacket that 
has a slot through which data can be read from and 
written to the disk. A small hole punched through the 
disk and jacket about halfway between the rim and the 
center helps the disk drive tell where data may be 
around the circumference of the disk, and the movable 
head within the drive can scan the tracks of the disk, 
much like a tone arm on a stereo turntable. The disk 
drive itsekf is the mechanism that spins and reads the 
disk. The disk is inserted through a slot in the front 
to the disk drive. The slot cover snaps shut and the 
disk is locked in position for use. 
Hard Disks 
The hard disks that ars now used for many 
microcomputers have been commmercially available since 
the late 1970s. Hard disks are usually made of one or 
more aluminum platters coated with magnetic oxide. They 
are sealed in an airtight case within the disk drive to 
protect them from dust and humidity and are thus 
extremely durable. 
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Hard disks also offer large storage capacity. The 
original disks were built as two 8-inch platters, each 
storing 30 megabytes,or 30 million characters. After 
these disks were referred to in the literature as 30-30 
disks, the nickname "Winchester" caught on and is 
sti1lused. 
Vidio Discs 
Microcomputer manufacturers have been eyeing the 
digital video disc as having great potential as an 
external storage device. The storage capacity is 
enormous, up to 100 billion characters. (Of course, 
video discs can also store pictorial or video images.) 
At this stage of technology, discs can only be read, 
not written to, but they should be valuable for large 
data bases that do not need changing. 
Permanent Storage 
Two other external storage devices need to be 
mentioned. Both are used primarily for backup or 
permanent storage for data on hard disks. Video 
cassettes can store up to 500 million characters of 
data. Magnetic tape drives are also used for backup. 
Both have to be sequentially accessed, so they cannot 
subsitute for the random access storage that a disk 
offers. 
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES 
Input/ouput devices enable the user to get data 
into and out of the microcomputr. They include 
keyboards, storage and display devices and some 
specialized devices. 
Keyboards 
Perhaps the most fundamental input device is the 
keyboard, on which the user types in data and 
directions to the computer. (There are a few systems 
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that have been designed without keyboards for special 
applications.) The keyboard may be built into the 
microcomputer or be separate. A separate keyboard is 
movable and so gives the user greater flexibility and 
comfort. 
Display Devices 
Video Display 
The most basic display is a vidio screen that show 
the user his input and displays data and program 
responses. The vidio display can be a standard cathode 
ray tube (CRT) terminal with a full keyboard in the 
case of some of the larger microcomputers. In many of 
the smaller micros it is a monitor or can be a standard 
television set. Some microcomputers have the vidio 
display built in; others offer it as a separately 
priced device. 
Graphics Terminals 
Graphics capability may be offered with the 
microcomputer, but the user should know that graphics 
on a typical inexpensive display will appear ragged. A 
high resolution monitor will likely cost three times 
the price of the standard monitor. 
Plotters 
Plotters are used to create hard-copy graphics, 
either on paper or on Vuegraphs. They may use one to 
four pens, each of a different color. 
Printers 
Most microcomputers use video for temporary 
display, allowing the user to make changes or edit the 
output. For permanent, hard-copy out-put, a printer is 
necessary. Three types of printers are typically used 
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in a micro system: the letter quality printer, the dot 
matrix printer and the thermal printer. Considerations 
in choosing among them include the quality of the 
output, the speed of the printing and, of course, cost. 
Letter Quality Printer 
The letter quality printer is usually used for 
word processing. The output is high quality, resembling 
the typing of an IBM Selectric. These printers run at 
speeds of about 30 characters per second (cps). Most 
have interchangeable type fonts and are usually 
adjustable to 10 to 12 characters per inch. Often the 
impact is adjustable to permit printing through 
multiple carbons. 
Dot Matrix Printer 
Dot matrix printers use a series of rods 
configured in a small rectangle.For each letter to be 
formed, the appropriate rods extend a fraction do an 
inch and the entire mechanism strikes the ribbon. The 
size of the ractangle determines the size of the 
letter, and the number of rods, the quality of the 
letter produced. A print head having 63 rods ina 9x7 
matrix prints a clearer letter than one having only 35 
rods in a 5x7 matrix, (see figure 1.42). 
Figure 1.42: Dot Matrix Print Surface Illustrating 
Letter E 
• • • • 
• # • 
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Thermal Printer 
The thermal printer operates on the same principle 
as the dot matrix printer, but uses heat, rather than a 
ribbon, to produce the imprint. It requires a special 
type of paper that darkens when brought into contact 
with the hot rods. 
Other Input/Output Devices 
A number of other input/ouput devices are commonly 
available for micros. Many are designed for personal or 
home use, such as games controls, home security devices 
and home appliance controllers. Two other devices can 
be particularly useful to libraries: light pens and 
modems. 
Light pens for microcomputers typically read 
either bar codes or optical character recognition (OCR) 
font. Both capabilities are of interest to librarians, 
therefore, be certain that the microcomputer you select 
has a place to attach a light pen either through a 
special receptacle or through an expansion slot in the 
bus. 
A modem allows a microcomputer to communicate with 
the outside world over telephone lines. This is a 
necessary peripheral device if the user plans to do 
online searching of data bases or use electronic mail 
services. The modem attaches to a connector in the 
microcomputer and converts the computer's output to 
telephone signal and vice versa. Some modems hold the 
telephone receiver itself. Others use a standard Bell 
system plug so the phone may be connected through a 
switching device. 
INTERFACES 
Current work in interfaces may do more to change 
the microcomputer industry than any other development. 
Interfaces reduce the incompatibility between machines, 
thereby increasing the amount of software available to 
users of a given machine. Several interface devices 
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(hardware) and programs (software) are now available. 
Many microcomputers have plug-in chips or boards 
that allow them to emulate other machines. A Z-80 board 
is available for the Apple that allows it to run the 
CP/M operating system and thus all of the CP/M 
software. For the IBM Personal Computer (PC), there is 
a board called Baby Blue, which allows the PC to run 
CP/M programs. Another board allows the PC to run all 
Apple software. 
Serial and parallel interfaces are being developed 
that will allow most micros to link with a much broader 
range of peripheral devices and, more importantly, with 
microcomputers and mainframe machines.(A serial 
interface transmits information one bit at a time; a 
parallel interface transmits several bits at a time, 
usually in multiples of 8 bits.) 
Another interface, poly^XFR, produced by Polygon 
Associations, Inc., links most microcomputers with 
Digital Equipment's minicomputers and super minis. 
An interface of special interest to librarians is 
the MLS 100, developed by Maxwell Library Systems, 
which allows TRS-80 microcomputers to emulate dial-up 
Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) termminals. 
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LOCAL AREA NETWORKS 
Local Area Networks (LANs) have become very 
prominent 1n data processing literature. A good source 
on the topic is Dr. Harry J. Saal's article "Local Area 
Networks: Possibilities for Personal Computer." A 
network allows several micros to access the same data 
base and to use the same peripheral devices such as 
storage disks and printers. Network users can also 
exchange information in an electronic mail system and 
transmit files of data. 
As shown in Figure 1.43, there are three basic 
types of networks. 
(i) In a star network, the central microcomputer 
controls and tracks all communication. It can also 
contain the network data base. Because all 
communication passes through th ecentral computer, 
the process may be slow. 
(ii) A bus network slows each micro to communicate 
directly withany other and so is faster than the 
star configuration. 
(iii) In a ring network, communication must proceed 
around the ring; thus Information and messages may 
have to pass through several micros before 
reaching their destination. A ring network is best 
suited to a system with a small number of micros 
or limited network use. The connecting hardware is 
least expensive for a ring network. 
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Figure 1.43: Types of Local Area Netwoeke 
Star 
• 
D 
Ring 
r 1 
Bus 
• 
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The hardware required for any network usually 
consists of a multiplexer, which acts as a supervisor 
fo rthe network, an interface card to plug into the bus 
of each micro and cable to connect each micro to the 
multiplexer. 
Several networks are in current use. The following 
is a partial listing. 
ARCnet was developed by Datapoint Corp. and has 
been adopted by Radio Shack to link up to 255 TRS-80 
microcomputers in a star configuration. 
Ethernet was developed by Xerox and is compatible 
with Intel and Digital Equipment microcomputers; it 
uses a bus configuration. 
Zero is similar in design to Ethernet and runs on 
micros that use Zi1og chips. 
C^ninet, developed by Corvus Systems, Inc., allows 
up to 64 micros to be connected ina ring network; it is 
compatible with most popular micros. 
Unet, from 3 Com Corp., is based on UNIX, an 
operating system developed by Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, Inc.; Unet can connect an indefinite 
number of UNIX-based micro systems. 
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1.5 
SOFTWARE 
Software is the term for the instructions or 
programms the computer uses to perform the tasks 
desired Without software, the computer wuld be just a 
fancy piece of furniture. 
The lag between hardware advances and the 
development of good software for libraries has delayed 
the spread of microcomputers in this field. In fact, 
since the invention of the digital computer, software 
technology has lagged far behind hardware technology 
for all sizes of computers. In addition, the cost of 
software has tended to rise at least 10X annually while 
the cost of hardware is decreasing at a much faster 
rate. 
Few years ago, microcomputer software houses are 
operating out of garages, headed by young enterpreneurs 
who shipped off a cassette tape to the customer through 
mail order. Programs were poorly documented, if at 
all.Many contained bugs that might or might not get 
fixed. Little ongoing support or further development 
was offered. Today there are a number of good software 
houses, many ofthem multi-million dollar companies with 
solid software offerings. 
LEVELS OF SOFTWARE 
Microcomputer software is written at three levels. 
The most basic is the operating system, which performs 
management functions for the microcomputer. The second 
level is the language compiler. This takes commands in 
whatever programming language an applications program 
is written and translates them into instructions that 
the microcomputer can understand. The third level is 
the applications programs themselves, which are usually 
written in a high-level programming language like 
BASIC, PASCAL or PL/I, and which are written to perform 
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specific tasks. An applications program uses all three 
levels of software when it runs. In addition to these 
three levels of software, many library applications for 
microcomputers use a data base management system 
(DBHS), which, as the name implies, is a software 
package that can organize and perform operations on a 
data base. 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
The operating system is the control program that 
supervises all of the activities of the microcomputer. 
It has four basic functions. First, it controls the 
creation of tasks, monitors each task as it is being 
performed and removes a task when it is finished. 
Second, the operating system handles any usual 
occurrences during the performing of a task, such as 
errors, illegal instructions or incorrect machine 
addresses. The third function is to allocate resources 
to users or programs. Resources include internal and 
external memory, files, editors, coompilers, assemblers 
and system utilities, such as sorting and file 
management routines. The fourth function is to provide 
system security,such as monitoring passwords. 
For most microcomputers, the operating system is 
loaded from tape or diskette into random access memory 
(RAM). As updated versions of the operating system are 
released, they may be substituted for the old version, 
usually without any change to the hardware. 
As was the case with central processing units 
(CPUs) and chips, compatibility between operating 
systems of various manufacturers is a problem. 
Virtually, eyry manufacturer has its own propreitary 
version of a disk operating system (DOS) that operates 
only on its own microcomputer. These operating systems 
cannot be interchanged, even when they are based on the 
same microchip. Since the operating system supervises 
the language compiler,even progarms written in the same 
language are not interchangeable if they are written 
under different propreitary operating systems. 
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A relatively new development that addressee this 
problem is plug-in boards that enable one microcomputer 
to emulate another. While these boards lose some 
efficiency of operation, they do allow programs to 
become transportable between micros made by different 
manufacturers. 
Probably the best solution lies with the so-called 
"generic" operating systems that operate on a large 
number of different microcomputers. Several of these 
are discussed here. Both propreitary and generic 
operating systems support BASIC and PASCAL. Few other 
languages are commonly supported. 
CP/M 
The Control Progreun for Microcomputers (CP/M) was 
developed by Digital Research, Inc. for 8-bit 
microcomputers. It is the only operating system that 
can run on a large number of machines and has become 
the default standard operating system for 8-bit 
machines. It is used by such machines as the TRS-80, 
Apple and all (with a special Z-80 chip) North Star, 
Cromemco and Intertec micros. 
Released in 1974, CP/M was based on an earlier 
system called Pl/M (Programming Language for 
Microcomputers). PL/M ran only on Intel's 8-bit 
processor and was not a true operating system in the 
definition we have used, the CP/M operating system is 
split into two parts: the permanent disk operating 
system written in PL/M and a small variant portion 
writtenin assembly language. The variant portion of the 
operating system accepts input from the operator at the 
time of loading, which causes the operating system to 
be tailored to the particular chip on which it 
operates. Software that uses this method to attain 
flexibility is described as table-driven. It can be 
changed as the operating system is moved from machine 
to machine. This is one of CP/M's unique features. 
While CP/M has a clear edge in the 8-bit market 
and programs written under it are, for the most part, 
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transportable,It has been criticized for being slow in 
the transfer of data to mass storage. Other criticisms 
have been leveled at its lack of user-friendly menus, 
its lack of end-user graphics software and the 
difficulties in recovering from files errors. 
Several manufacturers are offering improved CP/M 
systems with user-friendly menus, additional random 
access memory and improved file tracking systems. Among 
them are Epic Computer Corp., Merritt Software, Inc., 
AxIon, Inc. and Ithaca Intersysteme. These systems 
can be loaded on any machine that uses CP/M. There are 
also versions of CP/M that operate on 16-bit 
microcomputers such as the IBM PC. 
MP/M 
One of CP/M*s limitations is that it is a single-
user operating system. Digital Research also has a 
multi-user system called MP/M (Multi-Programming 
Monitor for Microcomputers). Like CP/, it operates on 
several micros including Altos, Intertec and 
Micromation. MP/M's time sharing allows programs to use 
processor time in "lock-step" fashion. Communication is 
managed through queues. Time-shared systems usually 
require the central processor to switch between users, 
creating and operating overhead of access time that is 
in addition to actual user time. While other time-
shared systems incur as much as 40X overhead, MP/M 
increases computer time by only 7X over CP/M. 
OASIS 
OASIS, develped by Phase One Systems, Inc., was 
designed primarily for 8-bit microcomputers but has 
been expanded to run on 16-bit machines. It has better 
data base management capabilities than CP/M, such as 
the ability to recover from errors in reading from or 
writing to a disk. It operates more efficiently in the 
multi-user environment than MP/M. However, since it is 
newer than CP/M there is less software avail able.Moore 
Data Systems, Inc. has distributed an OASIS-based 
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microcomputer. 
UNIX 
UNIX wi11 probably become the defalt operating 
system In the 16-bit market. It was developed by Be11 
Telephone Laboratories, Inc. to operate on 
minicomputers and is the most sophisticated of the 
operating systems discussed here. Unlike other 
operating systems, which are usually written in machine 
language, UNIX was written in a high-level language 
called "C". The operating system supports a greater 
variety of languages than other operating systems, 
Including C, BASIC, PL/I, FORTRAN and COBOL,Little 
commercial sooftware has been available under UNIX 
because commercial licenses have been prohibitively 
high. 
Pick 
Pick was developed by Pick Systems. Like UNIX,it 
was originally Implemented on minicomputers. It 
operates on such micros as Microdata, Altos, the 
Digital Equipment Corp. LSI-11 and the IBM PC.Pick is 
one of the easiest operating systems to use. It doesn't 
require extensive coding to write applications 
programs: it creates new files easily and supports data 
retrieval using English language sentence structure. 
Pick supports an extended Dartmouth BASIC and contains 
excellent data base management capabilities. 
Smalltalk 
Xerox Corp.'s new operating system, Smalltalk has 
been labeled "everything from a next generation 
programming language to a new type of operating system 
to a major software environment." Like CP/M, it is 
transportable to other systems, but it is more complex 
and versatile. Smalltalk has probably the best user 
Interface available. Its multiple windows feature 
allows the user to creat several Independent working 
areas on the screen. It also offers high resolution 
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graphics. It is available on Xorox micros and is likely 
to be expanded to others. 
Hybrid Systems 
There are a number of hybrid operating systems 
also on the market. Xenix, distributed by 
Microsoft,Inc., is an adaptation of a version of UNIX. 
I/OS and Multi/OS are CP/M-compatible operating systems 
offered by InfoSoft Systems, Inc. for Altos, Cromemco, 
Micremation and North Star micros. 
The UniFLEX operating system is an adaptation of 
both UNIX and FLEX, a programming language developed 
for text editing.lt is a true multi-task multi-user 
operating system that allows multiple users to run 
different langauge compilers simultaneously. It 
supports a hierarchical file system that allows file 
sizes up to 1 billion bytes and disk capacities of up 
to 8 billion bytes. It runs on 16-bit microcomputers 
using the 6809 or 68000 chips. 
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
Of particular interest to libraries is the data 
base management system (DBMS), which stands both 
logically and in terms of complexity between an 
operating system and an applications program. A DBMS is 
usually dependent on a particular operating system,and 
applications programs running under it call upon its 
command language and utilities, such as sort packages, 
to perform relatively powerful operations on a data 
base. 
A data base is a collection of data logically 
arranged as discrete records. Each record has a 
consistent set of data fields indentifiable by tags or 
position in the record. There are at least three types 
of data bases. The most common is a heirarchical data 
base, in which the data are arranged in heirarchical 
sequence with delimiters or fixed lengths of data 
demarcating the record, field and subfield boundaries. 
A network data base uses pointers to tie together 
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relevant data. A relational data base arranges the data 
so that they may be read in several ways, much as a 
chart shows Information in rows and columns, either of 
which can be scanned independently.Project this concept 
to more than two dimensions and the concept of a 
relational data base will begin to emerge. Relational 
data bases are efficient for retrieving data but 
inefficient for storing data. 
A DBMS allows the user to manage a data base. Most 
data base management systems include a utility for 
creating new files or adding records to an existing 
file. The user usually designed the record format 
initially within certain pareuneters inposed by the 
DBMS. The program then prompts for each new record and 
field. More sophisticated DBMSs perform error checks on 
data as they are input. 
Most DBMSs can also update existing records. More 
sophisticated data base systems allow global updates-
that is, all occurrences of a given piece of data in 
the file can be changed at once. The ability to delete 
records and merge files is also a common feature. The 
most complex updating feature is the ability to change 
the record structure for all records in an existing 
data base. 
A third major function of DBMSs is the ability to 
retrieve and format information for display or output. 
This may involve a single record display or a complex 
report complete with statistical analysis. 
Most DBMSs for microcomputers are not 
sohpisticated enough to handle the full MARC record and 
give the user complete update and retrieval 
flexibility, especially at the subfield level. Data 
base management systems are not as easy to use as the 
literature implies. Careful planning must be given to 
record structure and data content. The best plan is to 
get an accurate description of the products desired 
from the system and work backward to the record 
structure itself as the final step. Another approach is 
to build a small data base of less than 100 records and 
print some trial reports from it. 
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DBM88 are relatively new arrivals on the software 
scene, even for minicomputers and malnfreunes. Because 
of their relatively complex nature they did not appear 
as serious entries on the micro scene until about 
1980., coinciding withthe development of larger 
Internal memories that could handle the data base 
software and large external memories that could handle 
the data base itself. 
The three DBMSs described here are representative 
of the range of capabilities available. 
DB Master 
OB Master is a heirarchical data base system 
distributed by Software, Inc,and is available inseveral 
versions for the Apple II, 11+ and lie. the system 
allows data to be arranged in a heirarchy of four 
levels: field (the smallest piece of information), page 
(the amount of data that will fit on a CRT screen), 
record (may be up to nine pages) and file. Version 
Three, the standard offering, uses floppy disks for 
storage. Fields may be up to 30 characters long, the 
system can handle up to 387,000 records on multiple 
floppy disks. The hard disk version. Special Edition, 
can handle fields up to 100 characters in length and 
up to 7 million records. Both versions offer such 
features as dynamic prompting, daily update lists, 
multiple sort keys, up to 10 computed fields per record 
and a powerful report generator. 
Condor Series 20 
Condor Series 20 from Condor Computer Corp., is a 
relational data base system. It allows up to 32, 767 
records per file, up to 1,024 characters per record and 
up to 127 fields per record. It allows alpha, 
alphanumeric and numeric field to be specified. Condor 
Series 20 supports complete update, merge and 
restructuring capability; it can sort on up to 32 
field.It uses a menu Interface and offers help screens 
with user-defined messages. 
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The system can run on any Z-80 based micro with 
48K of memory and CP/M, MP/M or Cromemco's CDOS (disk 
operating system). 
HDB8 III 
MDBS III from Micro Data Base Systems, Inc, is 
probably the most sophisticated and versatile DBMS 
available for microcomputers as of mid-1983. It can 
support relational, heirarchical and network data 
bases. It operates under a variety of operating 
systems, including CP/M, MP/M and UNIX. While the data 
base system is written in C language, it interfaces 
with BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL, PL/I and C. 
Field size can be up to 9,999 characters, records 
up to 65,524 characters. MDBS III can support multiple 
users-up to 127 on a minicomputer. It can operate on 
both 8-bit and 16-bit micros. 
LANGUAGE COMPILERS AND LANGUAGES 
A computer needs information and instructions in 
order to function. At the most elementary level, the 
computer can only read ones and zeros that are 
represented by the presence or absence of a tiny 
electrical charge at a given place on the chip. 
Patterns of these ones and zeros represent both 
information-characters or numbers-and instructions to 
the computer. The lowest level of programming is called 
machine language or binary code because it uses 
patterns of ones and zeros to relay instructions to the 
computer. 
At an intermediate level is a coding language 
called assembly language. It uses mnemonics to 
represent instructions and is easier to write than 
binary code. Each type of chip uses its own set of 
assembly codes. Thus, while there is a great deal of 
similarity, assembly language is different for each 
unique chip configuration. 
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Finnaly, there are the so-ailed high-level 
programming languages, which for the most part use 
English phrases to represent tasks and Instructions. 
Figure 1.51 Illustrates how each level of programming 
encodes Instructions that cause the machine to perform 
the same task. 
Figure 1.51: How Different Levels of Programming 
Language Represent an Instruction to the 
Computer 
Machine Language Assembly Language High-Level 
Language 
010000011100 May 14 C=A+B 
011000011111 Add 15, 13 
011001000000 STO 12 
110100011011 NUM 01, 13, 09 
A language compiler takes the program statements 
that have been written in the highleve! language and 
examines each for accuracy. If syntax corrections are 
needed, the compiler notifies the programmer of the 
error. When all syntax corrections are made, the 
compiler creates a corresponding machine language 
program. The original program is called the source 
code, and the created program,the object code. (An 
alternative method is to use a language interpreter, 
which translates each line of higher-level code each 
time the program is run. Interpreters are less 
efficient and take up a greater deal of space in the 
CPU. Therefore,it is preferable to choose a language 
compiler rather than a Inaguage interpreter.) 
There are microcomputer counterparts for many of 
the major minicomputer and mainframe language 
compilers. The micro compilers are often less powerful-
usual ly a subset of the instructions inthe larger 
compilers is included in the micro version to conserve 
space in the memory of the smaller machine. 
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BASIC 
By far the most ppular prograimning language on 
microcomputers is BASIC. In fact, nearly 70% of the 
library applications reported inthe survey for this 
book were written in BASIC, and virtually every 
microcomputer has a BASIC compiler available. BASIC was 
invented at Dartmouth College in the late 1950s.It was 
truly a beginners' language as the acronym implies (the 
full name is Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Code). Even before the advent of microcomputers, many 
versions derived from the original BASIC were 
available. These derived versions offered better 
handling of string data (i.e.,text rather than 
numbers), but this improvement was not implemented in 
early micro versions of the language. As microcomputers 
have matured, enhanced versions have available. 
PASCAL 
PASCAL is slightly more powerful than BASIC in its 
ability to handle string data but not as easy to 
learn. It is an excellent second language for the 
neophyte programmer. Like BASIC,PASCAL has several 
versions available. Unlike BASIC, most micro versions 
of PASCAL are supersets of standard PASCAL. Some added 
features of micro versions of PASCAL include the use of 
dynamic strings, which allow the user to insert, 
concatenate (link) or delete sections of a string, and 
the ability to find the position of a series of 
characters within a string or to determine th elength 
of a string. 
PL/I 
PL/I has the strongest tradition in the area of 
library automation. In fact, several books have been 
written on PL/I programming for librarians. It has best 
string handling features of any of the languages 
mentioned do far. These feature are well summarized 
in an article by Howard Fosdick, "Microcomputer 
Programming in the Information Centre." His charts. 
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whichare adapted for Figure 1.52,graphically illustrate 
the relative string-handling characteristics of several 
languages and their subsets. As he points out in his 
article, PL/I, ANSI subset Q, is the best PL/I compiler 
for library purposes on the microcomputer.More 
important,it is already established as a standard. 
Figure 1.52: Comparison of String-handling Abilities 
of Selected Language Implementations 
Language Impiementalion 
Commodore PET BASIC 
Exidy Sorcerer BASIC 
Apple II Applesoft BASIC 
Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III BASIC 
Compiler Systems CBASm ii 
Microsoft BASIC-80 
Itfiaca Intersystems PASCAL'Z 
JRT Systems JRT PASCAL 
MT Microsystems PASCAUMT + 
Sorcim PASCAUM 
UCSD PASCAL 
IBM PC PASCAL 
PUI 
Digital Researcfi PUI-80 
"Trie tact that IBM PC PASCAL is a system implemenlation language (SIL) promDts this ral ini j 
Adapted by permission of Howard Fosdick 
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C was developed by Bell Labs along with the UNIX 
operating system. There are several good C compiler 
running under other operating systems. C Is a powerful 
language, highly structured, with excellent file 
handling capabilities. It uses a "pipeline" concept 
where one of several small programs operates on the 
data and passes them on to another for further 
processing. The average programmer can produce up to 
twice as much debugged code writing In C as In other 
high-level languages because commands In C are powerful 
than In most other languages. The structure of the 
language allows the programmer to write short blocks of 
code that perform a specific task. That block Is than 
tested for accuracy before proceeding to programming 
another task. 
LOQO 
LOQO was developed at the Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. It Is a descendant of PASCAL and LSP,a 
high-level labguage designed to process lists and 
decision frees. It has been used largely to teach 
computer basics to children. Available on Apple and 
Taxas Instruments microcomputers among others, 1t 
features easy-to-use graphics that employ a turtle for 
drawing and create dynamic displays with 30 "sprites" 
(software constructs on the screen that can assume a 
number of shapes, most of them defined by the user). 
ADA 
ADA was developed with the support of the 
Department of Defense beginning In 1974. While 1t may 
become the default language In the 32-b1t realm, It has 
not been widely used by libraries as yet.It represents 
a coalescing of all of the good attributes of PL/I and 
PASCAL. It Is a modular language; that Is, It allows 
modification to one segment of the program without 
Interfering with other segments. Critics of the 
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language claim that the sheer size of the language 
compiler makes it vulnerable to breakdown. It is 
unlikely that it will over be implemented on the 
smaller microcomputers unless a subset of the language 
is developed. 
FORTRAN 
There are several good FORTRAN compilers for 
microcomputers,but FORTRAN does not have strong string 
handling capabilities. As its name (FORmula TRANslator) 
suggests, it is most effective as a scientific 
programming language. However, a library might have a 
student programmer or a staff member with FORTRAN 
expertise. In such a case, a compiler such as FORTRAN 
80 would be a reasonable investment. 
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS 
The applications program represents the highest 
level of software.lt contains a series of instructions, 
written in a set sequence, in a programming language; 
the instructions are interpreted by the language 
compiler, causing the microcomputer to perform a 
specific, desired task. 
Usually the program requires information to be 
input either from the keyboard or from a data file. It 
operates on that information to produce new information 
that can then be stored in a file for future use or 
output to a peripheral device such as a CRT screen, 
printer or plotter. The program is stored on a cassette 
tape or floppy disk or may be on a portion of a hard 
disk. Purchased programs are usually on cassette tapes 
or floppy disks. 
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1.6 
LIBRARY APPLICATION OF MICROCOMPUTERS 
The microcomputer has become one of the moat 
important tools of modern librarianehip. It can be used 
to improve the quality and speed of 
ordering, cataloging, and processing library materials. 
Reference services can be enhanced by developing 
customized databases and topical bibliographies. Library 
use skills can be effectively imparted by developing 
special bibliographic instruction programms. 
Microcomputers have also facilitated the maintenance of 
accurate circulation records and generation of patron 
notices. Sophisticated statistics can be generated and 
manipulated with a microcomputer more economically and 
effectively. 
Access to international databases has also become 
easy by using microcomputers with appropriate 
communication software or CD-ROM technology. With 
facilities of downloading, file transfer, back-up 
support, and other interfacing capabilities, the 
microcomputer is securing a permanent place even in the 
libraries that have been using mainframe or mini 
computers for controlling their operations. 
A. Acquisitions 
The acquisitions procedures of all types of 
libraries can be fully or partially supported by 
microcomputers. Acquisitions procedures can be devided 
into two areas: bibliographic information and 
accounting or order information. These files can be 
separated, and it is possible to use a microcomputer 
system to support only one of them, then link that set 
of files to those in another computer system or to 
manual files. Mircos can support both serials and 
monograph acquisitions, although the acquisition of 
serials is complicated by their extended publication 
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and receipt patterns. 
B. Cataloging 
Like larger computers micros can manipulate the 
records entered In to the data base and produce 
multiple catalog cards with various formats and 
headings or printed book catalogs with numerlous 
alphabetical Indexes from the single entry. The 
resulting cost savings for this labor-intensive process 
are obvious. Naturally card and book catalogs can vary 
significantly from one library to another, and each 
library must determine the size of record and the 
number of fields per record that are necessary. The 
more complete the record, the more sophisticated the 
software needed to generate the products. 
C. Serials control 
Computerised systems that Integrate all support 
functions for serials control are rare. Serials are by 
nature unpredictable, while most automated functions 
centre on the reliability or representativeness of a 
process. A total serials system, how ever, is not 
always necessary to realize some benefits of 
automation. Various aspects of the control process can 
be supported by computer and linked to manual files to 
create a very cost effective operation. 
The major problems In serials control reflect the 
vagorles of serials publication. In many instances,the 
publication patron is quite regular and predictable. 
In other cases,however, there Is no discernable 
pattern. Some serials are published occasionally 
possibly with a different number produced each year and 
following no predictable schedule. Receipt of 
publications, especially those from foreign countries, 
fluctuates due to mail. Periodicals may also change 
names, which often changes the numbering sequence and 
always complicates keeping records. 
Given the complexity of serials information and 
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the resulting record structures a microcomputer may not 
be suitable for handling lare collections and 
supporting a11 the combinations possible. For small 
collections, serials with regular publication pattern, 
or systems that use a front end configuration to a 
larger computer, micros can support some aspects of 
serials control, even though a few accompanying manual 
files may be necessary. 
D. Online searching 
There is a considerable amount of searching on 
increasing the capabilities and accessibility of online 
systems via microprocessor technology. This effort has 
been furthered by librarians, information scientists, 
publishers and system vendors. It appears likely that 
online searching will become the primary use of micros 
for libraries. 
This is undoubtedly due to the recent appearance 
of improved software for communications and for 
handling bibliographic files. Microcomputers can 
emulate most terminals, generally using a modem for 
access via standard phone lines. 
E. Interlibrary loan 
Design features for a computerised interlibrary 
loan system usually include a name and address file. 
The institutions included in th efile represent both 
those to whom materials are being lent and those from 
whom materials are being borrowed. Thus the function of 
the file is rather like a combined user and vendor 
file . Usually a sophisticated system would not only 
contain all of the information required to 
communicate with the other institution but would also 
include counters to keep track of total number of items 
borrowed,lent or recalled as well as unfilled requests. 
A complete system would certainly have to include 
communication capability, usually through a modem and a 
connection to a phone line. Sophisticated systems would 
have auto-dial capabilities and auto answering for 
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receiving loan requests. 
Several interlibrary loan activities have been 
implemented with microcomputers. Probably the simplest 
is the use of electronic mail systems to communicate 
requests. 
F. Circulation 
Circulation support was one of the earliest 
applications of computers in libraries. Circulation is 
a repeatable and generally predictable operation.lt is 
a labour intensive task requiring many hours of 
clerical assistance. 
As microcomputers began to appear in libraries, 
a number of micro-based circulation system emerged. 
Because of the built-in limitations of 
microcomputers,three factors have dictated the type of 
micro used in a given operation and the type of 
circulation system developed. The first is circulation 
volume. Host smaller micros are single-user systems and 
require a slow and steady flow transactions inorder to 
be effective. Size and complexity of the record make up 
the second governing factor.The smaller micros usually 
can not accomodate thefull MARC record. The third 
factor is whether there is a need for a true inventory 
control system.If a library needs to maintain records 
of only the items actually in circulation at a given 
time (an absence system), a small micro may be 
effective. 
The larger microcomputers are multiple-user 
systems, capable of supporting hard disk storage, and 
can support all of the functions typically found in 
circulation system. 
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1.7 
CONCLUSION 
Microcomputers are not only economical but also 
flexible and easy to use. Don Wi11ians, sales 
development manager at Apple, is quoted as saying, 
"These are only eight things you can really do with any 
system, and a small personal computer can do 
seven of them well". Williams acknowledges the smaller 
file storage capacity limits the ability of 
microcomputers to do traditional large-scale data 
processing.But he emphasizes the seven other tasks, 
which the microcomputer performs brilliantly: World 
processing, decision support systems, educational 
systems such as computer assisted instruction,data 
communication applications, application development for 
in-house programming helps acquisition and control of 
data and games. 
With the advent of the micro,the computer has 
become accessible to almost everyone. The result is an 
emerging generation with an extremely high level of 
computer literacy. Not only are these young people 
familiar with the micro computer and its jargon, they 
see the micro as integral part of the information 
network. As information specialists, librarians can not 
afford the luxury of computer illeteracy if they are to 
maintain their place inthe information market place. 
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PART TWO 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MICROCOMPUTER 
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'Build yourself a generic computer' by Mark Wilson. 
Also discusses a variation of expensive dBase 3+ dBXL 
for use in libraries. 
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libraries and information services. Law librarian. 
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4. Grosch, Audrey N. The IBM personal computer and 
the IBM extended personal computer.Libtary 
t ech n o. 1 ogy r ep o r t s . Jan-Feb, 84, 20(1) 61-84. 
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the IBM extended personal computer. 
5. Leggate, Peter. The computer in the library : 
implementation and future development. Electronic 
library- Dec, 86, 4(6) 232-243. 
After selecting hardware and software. 
consideration needs to be given to their installation. 
This includes any necessity cabling and the design of 
the VDU work station (s) for staff well being. 
Important decision also need to be made about data 
security. The software may need to be tailored to meet 
library requirements and staff and readers trained in 
its use. Automation changes the nature of a lob and 
consequently will have an impact on job design and on 
library procedures. These effects as well as the 
software itself, need to be evaluated after the system 
have been operating for sometime both with a view to 
improving the existing system and considering possible 
future developments. 
Leggate, Peter; Dyer, Hilary. The microcomputer in 
the library: II. Hardware and operating systems. 
LLectronlc li..b.ra.ry. Oct, 85, 3(4) 260-274. 
Describes the main hardware components of a 
microcomputer system: processor, internal memory; buses 
(the circuits which allow data to be moved around the 
computer): external memory: printers; and 
communications hardware. Stress the imortance of 
ergonomic factors in visual dispaly unit and keyboard 
design. Computers multi-user and network 
configurations. Discusses the role of the operating 
system. 
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7. Machovec,George S. Microcomputer compatibility: 
maximizing system flexibility. Qnline libraries 
agd microcomputera. Feb, 86, 4(2) 1-3. 
Describe factors to consider in order to maximise the 
cost/benefit of a microcomputer system include: whather 
the system has an open architecture, availability of 
standard interfaces; type of operating system used; and 
availability of commercially available software. 
Considers IBM compatible machines. 
8. Manson, Pat. Microcomputer systems for libraries: 
the current state of the art. Its news, sept, 
86,(7) 3-12. 
Focusses on the commercially availabe microcomputer 
system and what they are currently able to offer 
libraries in the tasks of cataloguing, catalogue 
access, circulation acguisitions and serials control. 
Surveys general trends and technological capabilities. 
Considers only stand above systems. Examines: 
information retrieval packages; dedicated housekeeping 
packages; facilities and costs of integrated library 
package and the application specific package. 
9. Marchbank. Alan M. Libraries and micros. SLAnews. 
May/June, 84, (118) 13-18. 
Discusses the impact of microcomputers on the library 
world and the problems they create for librarians when 
introduced in to the library (providing space, 
security, hardware and suitable software). Argues that 
these problems must be overcome if librarians wish to 
continue to fulfil their duty to provide free access to 
knowledge. 
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10. Mc earthy, Cathleen D. Multiple user microcomputer 
technology and its application to the library 
environment. Spec..i..a 1 1.i.bra.r.ies,. Winter, 87, 78(1) 
29-36. 
Examines the challenge of optimising excellence in 
library systems development through the use of very 
recent advances in microcomputers. Describe the 
utilization of the multiuser capabilities of the IBM 
Pc-AT with hitherto singleuse, library specific 
software running under the universally accepted 
environment of DOS. Specifications for a sample 
configuration are provided with estimated cost 
projections. 
11. Mel in, Nancy. Cutting edge, 
bulletin- Apr, 87, 61(8) 36-37, 
Wilson library 
Describes current developments in microcomputer 
hardware which are likely to become commonplace 
adjuncts to library microcomputers in the next decade. 
They include: microfloppy disks; megabitchips for Pes; 
larger high resolution screens; CD-ROM technoloqy; and 
optical devices linked to local area networks. 
Schaefer, Mary Tonne. Desktop computing for 
libraries: macro applications. Informaiton 
ret.r..i.e.yal a n d l..ib..ra r.y a.u.to.ma,,tion . J a n , 8 7 , 2 2 ( 8 ) 
1-5. 
Describes a roundup of examples of some current 
software, services and applications, and information 
resources to consider when integrating microcomputer in 
to the operations of a ibrary and information centre. 
Outlines: a primer of personal computers in libraries; 
networking with microcomputers; budgeting with 
microcomputers; microcomputer for library management; 
and software selection tools directories, and 
information resources. 
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13. Willaims, Gene B. Troubleshootinq an Apple: The 
care and repair of microcomputers. library 
Qomputlng. (supplement to school library iournal). 
Nov, 86, 33(3) Lcl8-Lc22. 
Lists some simple steps in troubleshootinq 
microcomputer problems with specific reference to the 
Apple. 
14. , ACADEMIC LIBRARIES, POLICIES. 
Brown, Dosis R. Microcomputer use in the academic 
library. C a. t.h o. 1 i,c 1, i.b r a r.y wo. r.l.d . Nov/Dec, 36, 
58(3) 132-134. 
Discusses the eed for a microcomputer policy that 
includes purchase and use, equipment and software; 
copyright, training required for staff, available for 
multifunction utilisation by the college community. 
15. Duke, John K; Hirshon, Arnold. Policies for 
microcomputers in libraries: an administrative 
model. I.nf.o,r.mat.ion tec.hno..Io,g.y and libraries.. Sept, 
86, 5(3) 193-203. 
Discusses the microcomputer policies,which are becoming 
prevalent in the corporate world, are not wide spread 
in libraries, but are clearly needed. Examines the need 
for microcomputer policies in medium-size to large 
academic libraries. Key issues that should be covered 
in such a policy are set forth, including the 
establishment of rules for acquisition and use, 
compatibility of hardware and software, and the need of 
prevent redundancy of effort. A model policy that 
reflects these decisions is presented. 
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16. , , , SURVEYS. 
Uppgard, Jeannine. Public access microcomputers in 
academic libraries. S m a.1.1 c om.p u.t e. r.s in 1 i b r a, r i e s . 
Jan, 87, 7(1) 28-32. 
Describes the use of public access microcomputers in 
academic libraries which becoming more commonplace. 
Reports on a survey of the management of microcomputer 
laboratories in over 75 libraries in the USA. 
17. , ACQUISITIONS, DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, 
KNOWLEGE MANAGER II. 
Nasea, Melissa. Knowledge manager II: a book 
ordering system. L. i b. r.i.£.y s o fJtw a. r e review . J a n / F e b , 
87, 6(1) 17-20. 
Descusses with illustrations the use of a microcomputer 
based data base management system knowledge manager II 
(KMAN) for book ordering. 
18. , , PROGRAMS. 
Gillespie, Jim. Crunching numbers in aquisitions 
with dBase. L. i b, r a..r y s o f. t.w a. r e r e v. i e w . July-Aug, 87, 
6(4) 180-181. 
Describes programs, written for dBase II, for 
calculating commitments and expenditures for various 
library funds in a microcomputer based acquisitions 
system. 
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19. , , , INNOVACQ UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, 
CALIFORNIA. 
Janno, John; Robinson, Barbara, The new INNOVACQ 
system at Riverside. D.,L A by. 1.1 e..t. i .n . June,84, 4(1), 
4. 
Describes the INNOVACQ system for acquisitions and book 
fund accounting developed at California University at 
Riverside. INNOVACQ is based on a multiprocessor 
microcomputer of 300,000 characters main memory with a 
150 megabyte Wichester disc drive and can support 
30,000 orders per year. 
20, , ACTIVITIES, MEDICAL CENTRE LIBRARY, 
CALIFORNIA. 
Russell, Susan Ellingson. RAM (Public-Access 
Microcomputer) service in academic medical centre 
library. Bui I.e. tin. o.f .t:..h e._ m e d..i.c a, 1 library 
§s.s.o.c..i..a..t..i..o..n.. Apr, 87, 75(2) 166-167. 
Describes the interest from students at California 
University at Irvine, medical centre library, in the 
availability of microcomputers and programs can be 
tracked back to 1983. In July 85 the library initiated 
their Public-Access Microcomputer service (PAM) by 
providing 2 complete and independent microcomputer work 
stations (IBM Pc and Apple 2c). An IBM Pc/XT was added 
in dec 85. Programs include: 78 patient case 
simulations; 17 review quizzes; and 27 tutorials. A 
wide range of applications software are available.The 
computers may be used any time the library opens but 
reservations are necessary. 
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21. , , SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 
Berqlund, Patricia. School library technology, 
W.i.Ison Lib.rar..y by. 1.1 e.tin,. Apr, 84, 58(8) 521-73. 
Examines how, with limited time, school librarians can 
incorporate microcomputers in to their schedules and 
discusses reasons for so doing. Describes the 
experiences of 3 school librarians who have achieved 
success with microcomputers in bringing their libraries 
closer to the instructional programme. Outlines 
practical ideas for involving parents and teachers in 
computer programs. 
22. , ADMINISTRATION. 
Burton, Paul. Microcomputers as innovation: 
policies for implementation in libraries and 
information saervices. Electronic library. Auq, 
87, 5(4) 210-220. 
Reviews research in to the organisational implications 
of introducing an innovative system in a library or 
information service. Discusses management 
considerations regarding needs analysis system 
procurement and implementation of a microcomputer 
system. 
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23. , APPLICATION, INDIA. 
Tane.ia, S.K. Application of microcomputer in 
libraries. J o u. .rn a.l o f_ l..i.b ra. r.y and inf. or ma t i on 
service (India). June, 85, 10(1) 66-100. 
Discusses various aspects for selection of 
microcomputers and their use in local networks. Sources 
for the selection of software and areas of application 
of microcomputers in libraries are also indicated. The 
status of application of microcomputers to libraries in 
India is discussed. Basic features of mini/micro 
computers manufactured in India are also covered. 
Details of some of the existing computerised systems 
used in libraries of developed countries are included. 
24. , , LIBRARY PROCESSES, SPECIAL LIBRARIES. 
Smith, Libby. Microcomputer applications in 
special libraries. N o. r..t h C a. ro. l.Ln a 1. i b, r a. r. i.e s . 19 s 2 , 
40, 210-219. 
Describes that special libraries used micros for four 
processes: 
1) word processing; 
2) intelligent CRT's; 
3) library processes; and 
4) management and accounting. 
It is a description of these activities and the North 
Carolina special libraries involved. 
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25. , , OVERDUES. 
Bashia, Beverly. Using a microcomputer to handle 
overdues: the pierce junior high school 
experience. Indiana mediajournal. 1982, 5, 20-25. 
Describes a micro application for overdues in a iunior 
high school. The hardware is a commodore with 32k, two 
disk drives and a 2022 printer. All the entry is done 
by the student assistants on a weekly basis. The 
operation has not been evaluated as to cost, but the 
professionals now have more time to help the students. 
26. , , PUBLIC SERVICE, MEDICAL LIBRARY. 
Tawyea, Edward W. Public service applications of a 
microcomputer in medical library . BuileM.n, of the 
me.dica_l..._ l..i.b.ra.r.y as,sociat.io.n.. J u l y , 8 2 , 7 0 , 3 2 1 -
322. 
Mentions that the medical library of North Western 
University purchased a micro for use in the area of 
computer assisted instruction. The micro was an Applell 
with 48k and one disk drive. An existing 12-inch TV and 
a TI silent 700 printer were used to economize, making 
the total cost of the hardware $2,300. Also gives the 
names of the software vendors and lists other uses of 
the micro. The project was a huge success. 
11. , ,SMALL LIBRARY. 
Lundeen, Gerald. The role of microcomputers in 
libraries. Wilson library bulletin. November, 
1980, 55, 178-185. 
Presents an understandable and readable article about 
the microcomputer and how it operates. Also provides a 
list of applications for the small library. The 
bibliography at the end of this article will be helpful 
to the novice. 
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28. , ,STATE LIBRARY. MAINE 
Wismer, Donald. The TRS-80 and state library 
applications. Qn.li.ne 183 con.f e.rence proceedings . 
1983, 314-317. 
Discusses in a short period of time the maine state 
library system has been able to add more and more 
complicated applications to its microcomputer system. 
29. ,BATASYSTEMS. 
Dasmarais, Norman. Ba Ta Systems aquisitions. 
Library software review. May-June, 87, 6(3) 146--
149. 
BaTa System aquisitions is the microcomputer based 
offering of Bakes & Taylors aquisitions software and 
services which combines both online and offline 
elements. The online portion allows the user to search 
the database to determine title and edition of the 
receive invoices and reports electronically from them. 
Describes how to search the database maintenence and 
costs. 
30. , BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM, 
OL'SAM 
Toliver, David E. OL'SAM: an intelligent front-end 
for biblographic information retrieval. 
I.D f. .Q.r.!I).ai.t i o.n t e.c h n g 1 o c).y and l.i b. r a. r.i e s.. December, 
1982, 1, 317-326. 
Describes a system used by the Franklin institute, 
called OL'SAM. In most cases, developing a successful 
search strategy requires more than a passing knowledge 
of the patron's subject. Using a front-end processor 
program, the novice searcher can perform a successful 
search with very little prior practice. The OL'SAM 
provides access to many databases level. Hardware is 
the northstar horizon II with two disk drives, the 
language is PASCAL. 
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31. , BIBLIOGRAPHIC SYSTEM, MICHIGAN. 
Rosenberg, Victor. The personal bibliographic 
system: a system for creating and maintaining 
bibliographies. Information technology and 
1 i b .car. ies . June, 1983, 2, 184-187. 
States that compiling bibliographies is not an easy 
task. To help alleviate this task. The school of 
library science at the university of Michigan has 
developed a set of programes called the personal 
bibliographic system. Describes the various programs 
which download the information, convert the citations 
to the American national standard for bibliographic 
references, and print a bibliography in alphabatical 
order by author. 
32. ,BIBLIOGRAPHIES. 
Fredenburg, Anne M; Pugh, W. Jean. Help in 
choosing microcomputer software and hardware an 
update. Online. Mar, 86, 10(2') 38-53. 
Offered an aid to the selection of microcomputer 
software and hardware. Includes only articles that 
provide concrete comparisons of commercially available 
software packages and hardware equipment. 
,BUDGETS, PROGRAMS, dBASE, AND SUPERCALC. 
Gillespie, Jim.Fine tuning the book budget with 
dBASE and Supercalc. Sma.1.1 co.mP.y..t.ers i..n libraries . 
May, 85, 5(5) 6-7. 
One control problem in every book budget is accurate 
book commitment figures, that is ad.justing budgetted 
figures to take account of actual costs. Discusses how 
the dBASE and supercalc micro-computer packages might 
be used to produce more accurate working net balances. 
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;4. ,CARD CATALOG. 
Costa, Bette; Costa, Marie. 'Card' Catalog on a 
microcomputei so easy a child can use it. 
Cat.ho.l.ic l.ib.ra.r.y world.. Nov, 82, 54,166-169. 
Describes the automated catalog for an elementary 
school using an Apple II, with one disk drive and a 
corvus hard disk. The system presently would cost 
$8,000 and $,12,000 not much more than the cost of 
setting up a card catalog.The advantage is its 
usefulness for students who are becoming computer 
litrate at an earlier age. 
35. , CARD CATALOGUES, CARDS PRINTING, SECONDARY 
SCHOOL LIBRARIES, UK. 
Butt, Peter J. The library book catalogue. School 
LI braxlan - Sept, 86, 34(3) 225-229. 
Presents the details of the microcomputer hardware 
(including daisy wheel printer) and software used at 
the city of London school library to produce 
cataloguing cards for the library's card catalogue. 
36. , , PRINTING, PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARIES, NEW YORK. 
Johnson, Harriet; Johnson, Richard. Mac's card 
game. Small computers i.n libraries. June, 87, 7(6) 
28-32. 
Describes the use of two Macintosh software packages, 
professional bibliographic system and Mac Cards, in the 
creation of bibliographies and catalogue cards at the 
Jeffrey star library,New York state university at 
oneonta. The Apple program, switcher,was used to be at 
the same time. 
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37. , CATALOGUING,PROGRAMS, HYPER CARD. 
Johnson, Harriett; Johnson, Richard.Hyper Card: 
more than meets the eye. S rn a.l. 1 c.o mp y ,t e r s in 
libraries. Jan, 88, 8(1) 36-40. 
Describes the preparation of an additional stack. 
Mystery. USA, being prepared by the Jeffery star 
library at the state university college, Oneonta,New 
York. The aim of the new stack is the development of a 
different approach to American mystery and defective 
fiction, which might bringout some points in normal 
library catalogues and guide users to mysteries taking 
place in various US states. 
38. , ,SCHOOL RESOURCE CENTRES. 
Edwards, Lindy. The computerisation of a school 
media centre. Sc.ho.o. 1 Me.di.a Centre,. Dec, 86, 18(2) 
9-10. 
Outlines the two basic functions of a catalogue that 
are of outstanding importance, and lists the 
advantages and dis-advantages of the card catalogue. 
Enumerates the advantages of the use of a micro-
computer in a school library centre. Liss aspects to 
consider in the choice of a computer and examins the 
question of choice of software. 
39. , CENTRE,LIBRARIES, STAFF. 
Hall, Hal W. Microcomputer centres in libraries 
staffing consideartions . .Li.bra.ry s.Q..f...t!Aia.re r.eyiew , 
Nov./Dec, 8 6 , 5(6") 341-344. 
Discusses staffing consideration and needs in relation 
to the mission or goals of the microcomputer centre in 
libraries. Profiles the majority of tasks which must be 
done in the course of operation of a microcomputer 
unit, of which acceptence or rejection is the 
determining factor in the level of staffing required. 
57 
40. , ,PUBLIC ACCESS LIBRARIES,USA. 
Dewey, Patrick R, "HACK" is not a dirty word-the 
tenth anniversity of^patron access microcomputer 
centres in libraries. S of. t w a. r e re v. i e w,s . J u 1 y / A u q , 
86, 5(4) 232-235. 
Marks the 10th annivery of public access microcomputer 
centres in libraries. Surveys indicate that about 10% 
of public, 27% of academic and 10% of special libraries 
in the USA may offer user access. The most popular 
microcomputer is clearly the Apple. Considers the 
relationship to hacking. Looks at the preliminary steps 
to detting started. Reports on some of the best public 
access microcomputer centres in USA libraries. 
41. , CIRCULATION CONTROL, COMMERCIAL FIRM 
LIBRARIES, NEW YORK. 
Mandeville, Nancy J. Developing a corporate 
library system using dBASE III. Library software 
review. Nov-Dec 87, 6(6) 370-371. 
Describes the menu-driven circulation system developed 
in dBASE III for the technical centre library at 
general food Terrytown, NY. The system allows library 
staff to search and access circulation records by a 
variety of fields and to produce reports and overdue 
notices. The system runs on an IBM Pc. 
42. , , EVALUATION. 
Matthews, Joseoh R. Microcomputer circulation 
control system : an assessment. Library techQQj^pgy 
reports- Jan-Feb, 86, 22(1) 149-152. 
Reports on 16 micro-based circulation control systems 
that are sold as prewritten software packages. Includes 
a subject evaluation of 7 performance criteria for each 
system along with overall ratings. 
58 
43. , ,PERIODICALS, CONTROL. 
Leggate, Peter, Ayer, Hilary; The micro-computer 
in the library: circulation control and the 
serials control. Electronic library. Aug,86, 4(4) 
218-229. 
Discusses the use of microcomputers for the automation 
of the two remainning major library functions: 
circulation control and serials control. Both are 
concerned with controlling the movement of stock and 
require software which can perform several financial 
control. Circulation control is an especially rich 
source of management information. Subsidiary functions 
of serials control are ordering, binding control, 
circulation to readers, searching and financial 
management. 
44. , ,UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, NIGERIA. 
Alabi, G.A. the use of a microcomputer for book 
circulation in Nigerian University libraries. 
El: o.g..r a m . Jan, 95, 19(1) 59-63. 
Describes an experimental automated circulation system 
for Nigerian University libraries which would be 
applicable to academic libraries with similar 
characteristics in any developing country. 
45. , CIRCULATION SYSTEM, PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 
Sagar, Donald J. Public library service to the 
microchip generation. I.o.p of the ne,ws . summer, 
1983, 39, 307-314. 
Describes che way in which automated library procedures 
have discriminated against the younger patrons of the 
library. For example, the automated circulation system 
will not function without the patron's I.D. card, which 
children often lose or leave at home. In the area of 
hands on computers for younger patrons, the machinery 
is often not made to take the abuse. 
59 
46. , CHILDREN'S LIBRARIES, MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES, 
CALIFORNIA. 
Tillman-Winninqham, Laura. Computers and Children 
: a compatible two some .Schoo.l I.ihr3ry. .ipurnal. 
Mar, 84, 30(7) 123-124. 
Discusses the setting up of a computer programme for 
children at Glendora public libraray and cultural 
centre in Glendora, California, which acquired its 1st 
public access computer. Describes how a start was made 
with computer games which were later withdrawn in 
favour of a series of eight beginner's basic 
programming lessons. 
47. , COMMERCIAL FIRM LIBRARIES, USA. 
Martin Jean K. Microcomputer applications and 
experience in a special library : Molycorp, Inc. 
Sc.ie.nce .a..nd .t.e.ch..n.g 1 o g y ,l..i..b.ra..r.i,es . S u m m e r , 8 6 . 6 ( 4 ) 
21-30. 
Discusses six applications microcomputers within the 
Molycorp, INc: automaion of library functions. On-line 
searching, word processing, preparation of mailing 
labels, maintenance of library statistics., and a 
geology file maintenance programme. 
48. , COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS, EVALUATION. 
Loertscher, David V. Analyzing microcomputer 
software. S.c..h go..l .l...i b.r a..r:.y: ,iQy...!:..0 a..l. - November.1982, 
29, 28-32. 
States the technigues to write the software and to keep 
a notebook of ideas taken from different programs, then 
produce a program that is exactly what one needs. Also 
included are evaluations of commercial programs. 
60 
49. , CONSTRUCTION,THESAURI. 
Haynes, David. Thesaurus construction using a 
micro. L.ib.r.a.r.y mi.cro.c.omi5y..t.er news.. July, 86, (13) 
8-12. 
Discusses thesaurus construction using a microcomputer. 
Looks at: the fundamentals of thesaurus construction; 
language control; indexing policy; hierarchies; cross 
references, sorting thesaurus entries; record structure 
and the final product. 
, PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION,INTERACTIVE VIDEO. 
Hammond, Nancy.Planning and producing and 
interactive video package.Program. Jan, 87, 21(1) 
13-24. 
Explains interactive video. Introduces the getting 
started package, which aims to interactive video for 
the teaching of, new skills in the applications of 
microcomputers in libraries. The intended audience is 
practicing librarians and students of librarianship 
with little or no previous experience of information 
technology. Discuss: the program design; the equipment 
used; the production and content of the package, and 
the production and editing of the video. Presentations 
were made at various conferences and courses and 
evaluations and feedback elicited. 
61 
51. •---, ,TEACHING AIDS, AUDIO VIDEO MATERIALS, UK. 
Cockrell, Geoff; Richardson, Molly, An exercise in 
collaboration: the use of learning resources to 
enhance the microteaching element of higher 
education. L.e a. r. n i .09 re s o.yx: c e s...... jgu. r na 1 - Oct. 85, 
1(2) 26-30. 
Discusses cooperation between education tutors and 
central resources in response to the problem of 
teaching the use of microcomputers, an essentially 
practical subject, to large numbers of students. Covers 
the discussion and formulation of strategy, the 
production of tape/slide sequences and back-up 
materials; problems that arose; the role of resources 
designer; and an evaluation of the exercise. 
52. , DATABASE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS,LIBRARIES. 
Joslin,Ann. "Beyond circ and serial; Database 
management programs in libraries."Qoline83 
Con.f.e.re.nce p.r.oceed.i.ngs . 1983,140-145. 
Describes what the librarian should look for when 
choosing a database management software package: 1) 
determine what applications you want to automate, 2) 
decide if you want the program that is best for your 
highest priority task or the one that does the most 
tasks you have defined; and 3) be sure that the program 
will run on your machine or purchase the micro to match 
the software. 
62 
53. , ,PRESTEL, UK. 
Boaz, Martha. PRESTEL and the trend toward 
personal computers. Special libraries- July, 
1980,71,310-314. 
This is a description of the PRESTEL system available 
in Great Britain. By means of a television and a 
telephone, the user is able to access many different 
database. The advantages to thes ears ease of access, 
growth potential, and currentness of the information. 
The problems of making this a world wide system will be 
financing and standardization of equipment. 
54. , DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. 
Pasterzyk, Catherine E. A microcomputer-based 
faculty research interest file: a colection 
development tool. Mic.rocom.pu.te.r fo.r i.nfo,rma,tion 
[D_a .Qa9e!I!e..n..t • Dec, 85, 2(4) 265-276. 
Microcomputei—based data base management systems can 
provide librarians with a powerful and flexible means 
of managing their personal files. The system described 
here uses prefect titer and ypro 2 to maintain a data 
base of faculty research interests. The report 
generating capability provides a variety of output 
listing for assessing the research activities of the 
university teahcing faculty and sub sequently for 
appropriate library collection development. 
55. Vratny - Watts, Janet. Macintosh data base 
management. L.i b r. a r. y software review.. Nov-Dec, 87, 
6(6) 368-369. 
Discusses the differenet database management software 
packages available for the Apple Macintosh. Examples 
include PFS; File, DB Master, Microsoft file. Reflex, 
Over VUE 2.0, Helix 2.0, and OMNIS 3. 
56. Warden, William H: Warden, Bette M. An 
introduction to database management systems. 
L i..b. r a,.r.y d. i lech . 1984, 2(3) 33-40. 
Discusses the database management systems for 
microcomputers including the basic features of data 
base management systems and factors which should be 
considered in selecting a microcomputer system. A 
method for ranking data base management systems is 
explained and applied to a defined need, i.e. software 
support for indexing a weekly newspaper. 
57. , ---, INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL. 
Pollard, Richard. Microcomputer database 
management systems for bibliographic data. 
LIect,,roni.Q library. Aug, 86, 4(4) 230-240. 
Discusses criteria for evaluating database manacjement 
system (DBMS) used for the storage and retrieval of 
bibliographic data. Evaluates two popular types of 
microcomputer DBMS, file management systems and 
relational database management systems, with respect to 
these criteria. 
58. , , MARC0N2. 
Kibbey, Mark H. MARC0N2: information control on a 
micro computer. Library hitech. Summer, 86, 4(2) 
1 1 ~ i„ 1 . 
MARCON II combines sophisticated retrieval capabilities 
with text-oriented database support for entering and 
editing records. Potential applications are numerous, 
including management of archival collections requiring 
extensive descriptive information. Authority is 
provided through an optional thesaurus system. A user-
defined security system is also available. 
64 
59. , , MS-DOS. 
Zuck, Greg J. File structure and management using 
MS-DOS version 2: applications in libraries and 
information centres. Microcomputers for 
i .D.f arMi-t. i o n ma. nag em en. t.. June, 86, 3(2) 123-137. 
Describes that to know and utilize the operating system 
of the microcomputer is essential. By creating 
directories and subdirectories, MS-DOS can structure, 
manage and control the dynamic growth of files. Careful 
conceptualisation and organisation of library files to 
reflect the working environment will increase the 
productivity of primary and secondary users of the 
stored information. 
60. , , WORD PROCESSING. 
Brean, Elizabeth, the marvelous micro (And why you 
should buy one now;,). Em.e.r:.g.!i..n.CY librarian-
January/February, 1983, 10, 6-8. 
Discusses the three ma.jor uses of a microcomputer in 
the library: 
1) Word processing; 
2) Database management; and 
3) Communications using a modem. 
The librarian should not be afraid to jump on the micro 
bandwagon. 
65 
61. , DATA BASES, CHEMICAL DATA, MAN-MACHINE 
INTERFACE. 
Pratt, G.E.C. Using the microcomputer to simplify 
database access: designing interfaces to complex 
files. Jou_r..D3l .Q.f I.D.f Q.r.!I! a_t i o n S cl en c.e.. 1985, 10(3) 
131-138. 
States as the on-line thesaurus has removed the 
complaxity from many bibliographic files by providing a 
simplified infrastructure so it is possible to simplify 
other kinds of data base searching. Database interfaces 
which can be developed using a microcomputer and an 
off-the-shelf relational data base package as a 
bibliographic database analysis tool, with specific 
reference to chemical data retrieval. 
62. , ,THESAURI. 
Keynes, Milton. Computers, databases and thesauri. 
AMlk......_RrnQ.iMinflS. July/Aug, 1990, 42(7/8) 201-
205. 
Describes that two rather different approaches are used 
for hendling a thesaurus as a printed document and for 
using one as an ad.iunct to a database management 
system. This results in term relationship information 
being lost and apportunities for enhanced retrieval 
routines being missed. The technical difficulties 
involved in doing better,i.e. show data transmission 
etc., are gradually being solved especially through the 
advent of stand alone micro systems such as CD-ROM. 
66 
63. , DATA COLLECTION, PROGRAMS, EXPRESSGRAPH. 
Dolak, F.J. Expressgraph. L i. b. .ra r.y sof,. t. w a_ r e r e y i e w , 
May-June, 87, 6(3) 160-162. 
Discusses Expressgraph(qraph) which is a user, friendly 
menu driven applicaion graphing program which can be 
used for a variety of library statistics. The 
relationships of statistics and precentages are easily 
descerned by the eye from the graph presented in the 
report. Describes the main features of the software as 
well as outlining the thorough documentation provided. 
64. , , STATISTICS, OCLC. 
Lynch, Mary Jo. Information technology, library 
management, and OCLC. Info£.mation technology and. 
libraries. June, 85, 4(2) 122-129. 
Recommends that OCLC take several steps to improve the 
statistics it currently makes available and seriously 
consider a leadership role in helping libraries use 
microcomputer technology to provide statistics for 
library management. 
65. , DATA STORAGE, ELECTRONIC MAIL. 
Kesselman, Martin. Online Update. Wilson library 
bulletin. February, 1984, 58, 430-431. 
Concentrates on microcomputer hardware and software 
along with emerging technology of videodisc data 
storage and electronic mail. Provide librarians with a 
quick way of keeping up-to-data with new developments. 
67 
66. , DISC STORAGE. 
Hyman, Mike. Disk storaqe assessing how much vour 
need. .Li.b£a£.y !iii.cxoma..ti.Q..O news. Jan, 85,(7) 7-11. 
Discusses the microcomputer disc reauirements which s^re 
particularly difficult to assess for most library and 
information systems because of the variability of the 
text, oriented data, plus the required speed and 
sophistication of access. Also discusses the need to: 
compare requirements against formated disc; alow more 
space than actually accepted by the data; alow for 
disc directory; check for variable length field format, 
and be realistic about the growth rate. 
67. , EDUCATION AND ADULT TRAINING, NEGATIVE 
ASPECTS. 
Orwing, Gary. Have they blinded us with science? 
J.o.u.r.nj!.l.._._ Q.I. e.c(.y..Q.i..t.i.Q_Qa;..l media & library sciences . 
Winter, 86, 23(2) 113-126. 
Presents a decidely negative view toward the use of 
small computers in the areas of education and adult 
training. The areas examined include problems with the 
format of the medium, problems with the programmer, 
problem with the equipment, and problems with the 
people who try to use computers in instructional 
settings. 
68 
68. ---, FACULTY, PROFILE MONITORING, DATABASE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, ARIZONA. 
Brovansky, Valadimir; Machovec, George S. 
Microcomputei—based faculty profile. InlQLma.tiQ.n, 
,t e_c.h n ol..g.y a.n d L i b. r:.a r_ i.e s . Dec,85, 4(4) 300-305. 
Arizona state university uses a data base management 
system on a microcomputer to monitor the curricular 
research and professional subject interests of faculty. 
A profile of each faculty member is created and indexed 
to monitor the expertise of individuals as well as 
trends in university programmes. The faculty profile is 
useful in improving referals; collection development, 
orientation for new staff and public relations for the 
library. 
69. , FREETEXT SEARCHING, ONLINE INFORMATION, 
RETRIEVAL, PROGRAMS, POLYTECHNIC LIBRARIES, 
LONDON. 
Slade, Michael; Smith, William, CONCORD: the 
development of a free text retrieval system for 
microcomputers and its use in legal education. 
P..!:.Q.g..Lam- July, 86, 20(3) 289-300. 
Describes the development of CONCORD, free text 
retrieval package enabling the creation of data bases 
designed and implemented in an educational environment. 
Traces its origins in user studies involving major 
online systems and in the choices made when a program 
for students, teachers and librarians for whom 
mainframe packages are too complex or costly. Reviews 
each choice. A technical section demonstrates some of 
the apportunities and pitfalls of further development 
in this area. Gives a brief account of one 
implementation at a law school at East London 
Polytechnic. 
69 
70. , GUIDELINES, SELECTION. 
Bocher, Rebert F. Microcomputers: Guidelines for 
the palnned process and software selection. 
W i s CO n s. i. n L, i b r a. r y b u 1 e.t i. n . Summer, 19S3, 78, 59-
61. 
Stated purpose is to outline succintly the following 
methods for selecting a micro system for a library: 
1) identify the problems to be solved; 
2) research the software available; and 
3) select the machine that operates the selected 
software. 
71. , HOUSE KEEPING, SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 
Herring, James IE. The elctronic school library 
Electronic library. Aug, 87, 5(4) 230-236. 
Discusses the various uses of new technology, 
especially microcomputers; library housekeeping: 
electronic noticeboards the creation of curriculum-
related data bases; and online services. Future 
developments are likely to involve a change in emphasis 
from electronic library to electronic school with the 
school library acting as an important part of the 
school information system, meeting the needs of 
administrators,teachers, librarians and pupils. 
70 
72. , , SYSTEMS, CALM, OCELOT. 
Manson, Pact. Two microcomputer housekeeping 
systems: CALM and OCELOT. Vine. May, 86,(62) 41-
47. 
Evaluates two systems in a series of products 
descriptions produced by the library technology centre. 
London. the systems are CALM and OCELOT both offer 
library housekeeping facilities on a microcomputer, 
though OCELOT is a single user system aimed primarily 
at the small, one man band type library, whereas CALM 
in its networked version can handle much larqer 
configu rations. 
73. , IMPROVEMENTS. 
Blair. John C. Upgrading the Pc/XT/AT to 
microcomputer power. Online.July, 87, 11(4) 34-44. 
Discusses methods of upgrading a microcomputer to 
minicomputer capabilities and the products available 
for doing this. The various options discussed include: 
memory upgrades; storage upgrades; multi-tasking; disc 
caching to speed up data retrieval; RAM discs and RAM 
resident utilities; and improving monitor quality. 
Lists some of the factors to be considered when 
selecting additional boards and peripherals. 
71 
74. , INFORMATION BULLETINS, WORD PROCESSING. 
Green, Kevin E. Combined production of a current 
awareness bulletin and a database on a 
microcomputer. P,ro.g.ram • Oct, 84, 18(4 298-307. 
Describes the use of microcomputer in a special library 
to create an in-house data base of articles selected 
from current .journals. Weekly current awareness 
bulletins are then produced by interfacing the database 
software with word processor software. Automation saves 
time in bulletin preparation and enables quicker more 
efficient searching of library stock. Selection and 
choice of the computer and software are discussed and 
their applications and ' future development are 
mentioned. 
75. , INFORMATION MANAGEMENT. 
Davis, Charles H. Portable micros: potentials for 
information management. Microcomputer for 
i .0 f Q .r m a t.i..o..n management. March,1984, 1, 57-65. 
This is an important article for individual who is 
considering buying a computer for his/her own use. 
Suggest that possibly the user will buy a larger 
capacity system than is really needed. Also gives a 
detailed description of the radio shack model 100, and 
three other portables are reviewed: 
1) NEC Pc-8200; 
2) Epson HX-20.; and 
Z) TI 40 (Taxes instruments). 
students and educators alike take heed--dont over look 
the portable micro. 
72 
76. , INFORMATION PROCESSING. 
Grosch, Audrey N. "Configuring a professional 
micro system for information processing". 
Microcomputers for information management. March, 
1984, 1, 15-29. 
States that capability is further advanced than most 
people admit. For each application,there are probably a 
dozen or more programs for each application which will 
be specifically suited to the user's needs. 
77. , INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 
Judy, Graham. My micro chased the blues away. 
Scho.gl l..ibr..a.Ly JQU..r.n5i.l.. Feb, 83, 29, 23-26. 
Describes a complete system for a school library. Using 
a TRS-80 model III with two disk drives, the system 
takes care of circulation; fines; information retrieval 
by author, title, and subject; all information of 
statistical reports; and student files. the only 
missing library procedure is book ordering. 
78. , INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM, INTELLIGENT. 
Jones, Kevin P; Bell, Colin L.M. MORPHS--an 
intelligent system, Asl.i.b P£o.Q,eS-dloas . March 1936, 
38(3), 71-79. 
It may appear rash to claim that an information 
retrieval system is intelligent; even if such claims 
are made within the limited context of artificial 
intelligence; neverthelese, such a claim is implicit in 
the PORPHS acronym: microcomputer operated retrieval 
(partially heuristic) system. Heuristics are systems 
where the instigator is less than completely certain 
about the outcome of material fed in to them. This is 
not the type of behaviour most would expect from a 
computer system, where provided the program has been 
written correctly, and the limites of the system are 
not exceeded, results are highly predictable. 
79. , INFORMATION SERVICES. 
Bawden. David. Specific roles for microcomputer 
software in an information department. Aslib 
proceedings. January, 1988, 40(1), 1-7. 
The particular value of microcomputer software within 
the information services of a laroe research-based 
organisation, where ready access to powerful, time 
sharing computer facilities may be available,is 
discussed. Several reasons for using micro systems are 
outlined Cunique software features need for specific 
hardware, means of cheap evaluation, etc.) Examples are 
given including expert system shells, spread sheets, 
ideas processing software, and database systems. 
80. , , CANADA. 
Simmons, Peter. Microcomputer applications from 
data base in British Columbia. Canadian library 
.iournal. Apr,85,42(2) 81-86. 
COMPULINE, a telephone reference service, operated by 
British Columbia university school of library, archival 
and information studies and the British Columbia 
library association is designed to assist librarians, 
archievists and information professionals in their use 
of microcomputer hardware and software. 
81. , , DATA BASES, MICROVAX II, CD-ROM, 
EVALUATION. 
Mutter, David. the micro VAX II and CD-POM-an 
evaluation. Information rn e d i a and tech no 1 o q y . 
Jan,87, 20(1) 30-33. 
Evaluates the Micro VAX II computer from digital 
equipment corporation and CD-ROM. Describes the use by 
UK government central computer and telecommunication 
agency advanced technology group of the commonwealth 
agricultural bureau's database on CD-ROM. 
74 
82. , INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD, DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, 
dBASE III. 
Chun, Alan. A personal system for biblioqraphic 
storage and retrieval. Canadian li.brarv' journal . 
Feb, 87, 44(1) 41-44. 
Describes a microcomputer assisted method of usinq the 
commercial dBASE III software package for the 
management of a personal bibliographic storage and 
retrieval system. This personal bibliographic storage 
and retrieval system provides users with a systematic 
way of keeping, for rapid retrieval, papers or 
documents previously read. 
83. , , BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD, MARC,JAPAN. 
Asakura, Syuzo; Kanri, Joho. Experiments on 
utilization of JAPAN/MARC by a personal computer 
[in Japanese!. Journalofinformation processing 
and management. Feb, 87, 29(11) 939-950. 
Describes the availability of JAPAN/MARC via personal 
computer,the classification of books and the collection 
of bibliographic data assisted by JAPAN/MARC has been 
made possible. Also describes in detail an experimental 
method of transfering JAPAN/MARC from tape to MS-DOS 
floppy disc. Proposes a standard record form for data 
base language. Results are summarised as follows: 
JAPAN/MARC becomes available via a personal computer; 
the new record forms make it easy for libraries use 
JAPAN/MARC via personal computer and exchan<qe 
bibliographic data with other personal computer 
systems. 
75 
PROGRAMS, AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS, 
PUBLISHERS CATALOGUES. 
Christine, Gerrard. AV publisher's cataloques: 
analternative method of coping. Audioyis,ua.l 
librarian. May, 88, 14(2) 84-86. 
Describes the implementation of a suystem,used for 
computerisinq information about audio-visual 
publisher's catalogue, using a BBC B microcomputer and 
Word-wise plus software.The software was chosen for its 
ease of use, clearly written manual,but more 
importantly because it included a command language in 
which programs could be written to manipulate text. 
85. , , PROGRAMS, BASIC. 
Cohill, Andrew. Bibliophile brings microcomputer 
order out of chaos. Online. Jan,84, 8(1) 34-41. 
Describes the design of a program in BASIC for a 
computer Pro S-100 computer to handle the storage and 
retrieval of information on the title, subject and 
author of books read by the designer. 
86. , , PROGRAMS,INFOSTATION. 
Hessler, David. InfoStation: a low-cost electronic 
document storage, retrieval, and transmission 
system. Library hitech. Spring, 87, 5(1) 81-86. 
Describes the InfoStation which is an integrated 
information handling system.It links a microcomputer to 
a viedeotape recorder and facsimile machine which 
enables electronic document storage and retrieval and 
data transmission. Also describes the features of 
InfoStation and compares them with other information 
storage, retrieval and transmission media. 
76 
87. ,PROGRAMS, INMAGIC. 
Woodward, Tony. Adaptation of complex data 
structures for processing on standardised 
microcomputer software: the case for Agris and 
Inmagic. Electronic library. June, 87, 5(3) 170-
172. 
In magic is a powerful and popular information storage 
and retrieval package from head computers that runs on 
a number of microcomputer systems. It has been selected 
for use in many developing countries where applications 
are often to support agricultural documentation 
systems. Describes the structure of the international 
agricultural information system, Agris and discusses 
the conversion of Agris records to make them compatible 
with the Inmagic format. 
88, PROGRAMS, WORD CRUNCHER. 
Machvec, George S. Word Cruncher: text indexing 
and retrieval software. Qnline libraries and 
Ol.icrQCo.mp,u.te.r,s,. June, 87, 5(6-7) 6-9. 
Describes the Word Cruncher, produced by electronic 
text corporation, Utah, consists of 2 parts : Index ETC 
and view ETC. Index ETC is used to create an inverted 
index of the text file which is being input. View ETC 
is the search and display engine providing the ability 
to retrieve words,phrases, lists of words, contextually 
run on the IBM Pc-XT or AT (or compatible) using MS-DOS 
2.1 or later. Notes on data base creation and other 
features are presented. '^^ '^ rrX^ T^^ ^^ a^-, 
C No. 
;.'^^^3^6-
^ 
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89. , INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, TRENDS. 
Mason,Robert M. Office automation and information 
technology trends-their impact on libraries and 
information center manaqement. Microcomputer for 
lnl.Q£.ma.tl.Q,.D .ma n a g.e Hl.e n .t - Mar, 86, 3(1) 1-14. 
Describes the emphasis on investment in office 
automation (OA) and other information technology fo--
improve productivity. As more information technology is 
implemented, information workers face new apportunities 
and challanges. Reviews recent research on the rate of 
implementation and the impacts of OA and outlines how 
these may lead to changes in the roles and services of 
libraries and information professionals. 
90. , INFORMATION WORK, HUMANITIES, NORWAY. 
Natvig, Kristin. Microcomputer applications at the 
Norwegian computing centre for the humanities. 
M. i c. r.o,c.g m p .u. t e. r s for i.n.f o. r. m a..t. i o n m an age me n, t. Dec:, 
86, 3C4) 267-280. 
Presents a general historical overview of the use of 
microcomputers by Norwegian computing centre played in 
this development. An introduction is given to the 
organisation, aims, services, and research fields of 
the computational methods for museums of art,the 
automated archive information project, viedeodisc 
project, electronic publishing, computational writing 
aids and library systems are provided. 
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91. , , SUBJECT INTEREST, ORGANIZATION, AMIC. 
Schauder, Don. Micro systems information exchange: 
AMIC Australian microcomputer industry 
clearinghouse. LAISE. Sept/Oct, 84,15C2) 31-32. 
Describes the actiyities of the Australian 
microcomputer industry clearing house (AMIC) which was 
opened in Apr, 84. AMIC acts as a microcomputer 
information and education centre for businessmen, civil 
servants and the general public. It is supported by the 
ma.ior hardware and software procedures. AMIC makes 
about 60 microcomputer and over 200 items of software 
available for training and evaluation purposes. 
92. , INSERVICE TRAINING, REFERENCE WORK STAFF, 
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES. 
Alford, Thomas E. Microcomputer continuing 
education training will assist reference 
librarians. Reference l.i b r a r..i a Q - 86, Cl4) 173-179. 
Focusses on the absolute necessity for familiarity with 
micro computers and their applications for new and 
existing staff in academic reference libraries. 
Examines the importance of reference staff training 
programmes in the light of the revolutionising effect 
of microcomputer technology on routine library 
practices and the importance of online catalogues and 
online reference as part of present day library 
information resources. 
93. , INSTRUCTIONS, MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES, COLORADO. 
Rose, Phillip E. Microcomputers - One library's 
approach Online. Jan,84, 8(1) 30-32. 
Discusses the steps taken at Aurora (Colorado) pubic 
library's new central library to promote the use of the 
5 Apple II + microcomputers and software purchased by 
the library for users. 
79 
94. , INTELLIGENT TERMINALS, COMPUVEND. 
Liberie, Tim; Donelly, Leslie. Vending dat^sbase 
searching with public access terminals. Library 
hi tech- Summer, 86, 6(2) 7-10. 
Compuvend equipment has been modified by Drexel 
university to change different rates for searching 
online data bases, depending on the pricing levels of 
the data bases. the equipment is user-operated, 
provides automatic log-on and password protection and 
works with either dollar bill or debit card reader. 
95. , , PROGRAMS, PROFESSIONAL CONNECTION AND 
RESOURCE. 
Leary, Mick 0. Custom communications from the 
consumer databanks. Online. Sept, 87, 11(5) 99-
102. 
Consumer databases have traditionally been at the 
forefront in offering microcomputer communication 
software, (multiple hot access, auto logon, offline 
search preparation). Particular details are given of 2 
databases offering these facilities: CompuServe's 
professional connection; and source's re:source. 
96. , INTERFACE PROGRAM, PASS. 
Farmer, Sharon Cline. "Linking Local systems to 
RLIN". Online '83 conference proceedings. 1983, 
62-64. 
Describes an interface program called PASS, which 
transfers records from RLIN to the user's local system. 
the user can only transfer one record at a time, but 
the capability of being able to capture data without 
rekeying makes up for the slowness of transfer. 
80 
97. , INTER LIBRARY LOAN, APPLICATION. 
Evans, Elizabeth A. Microcomputers: an 
interlibrarv loan application. Special libraries. 
January, 1984, 75, 17-27. 
This is a description of a locally designed 
interlibrary loan system using dBASE II. The hardware 
is a north star horizon micro with two disk drives, a 
printer and a monitor. This locally written proqram 
does four processes: 
1) produces the printed request; 
2) prints those items which are up to or past the 
request date; 
3) paints the request file by patron to eliminate 
duplicates; and 
4) generates statistics from the file on a monthly 
basis. The data base consists of three files: 
1) pending requests; 
2) requests completed during the month;and 
3) requests completed during the year. 
98. , , CANADA. 
Daehn, Ralph M. Microcomputers and ILL : the 
practical aspects. Ca.nadian library Journal . Apr, 
88, 45C2) 99-106. 
Provides practical information concerning microcomputer 
based interlibrary loan(ILL) operations, the use of 
electronic mail for ILL and the standardization of ILL 
communication formats in CAnada. The offline creation 
and uploading of ILL messages to an electronic 
messaging service are described with particular 
reference to the Non-Interactive Options (NIO) of envoy 
100. Sets out the criteria for the evaluation and 
development of ILL microcomputer software. 
81 
99. , INTERLOANS, PERIODICALS, UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARIES, ILLINOIS. 
Eichelberqer, Suson: Using dBASE III for 
interlibrary loan journal request file. Library 
software review. July-Auq, 87, 6(4) 178-179. 
Describes the microcomputer-based file of interlibrary 
loan .journal requests, created usinq dBASE III, at 
Bradley university library, peoria illinois. 
100. , LANGUAGE, MUMPS. 
Bond, Marvin. MUMPS. S p e .cia 1 1 ib. r.a r. i e.s . J a n u a r v 
1984, 75, 7A-8A. 
This is a brief description of the computer lanquaqe, 
MUMPS. It was first used with minicomputers and 
designed for text processing. It has now been 
implemented for microprocessors with CP/M, MS-DOS, or 
CP/M 86 operating systems. 
101. ,LIBRARY ENVIRONMENT. 
Mason, Robert M. What good are microcomputers. Any 
way. Li.br.ar..y JQ.ur.nal. January, 1983, 108, 108-JIO. 
Suggests that the concept of the micro as a useful tool 
for libraries has been oversold.Library applications on 
micros fall into the following three categories: 
1) successful; 
2) emerging systems; and 
3) struggling or limited applications. 
Another important factor discussed is the impact of the 
micro on the library environment. 
8: 
102. , LIBRARY INVENTORY. 
Dowlin. Kenneth E; Hawlev, Brenda G. The use of 
portable microcomputers for library inventory. 
M i CX.Q c p.me.u t e, r s f ox.._...inf.ni-Diat i o n management.. March, 
1984, 67-73. 
Describes the inventory process in detail Pikes Peak 
library system, using a portable computer has made 
taking inventory a chore for which any student 
assistant would be happy to volunteer. 
103. , LIBRARY NETWORK, WASHINGTON. 
Andresen, David. The WLN PC: Local processing in a 
network context. Information technoloqy and 
libraries. March, 1984, 3,54-58. 
The new Washington library network terminal is an IBM-
PC. Since the IBM-PC software will work on this 
modified machine, participating libraries will be able 
to use their terminals for a host of other tasks. 
104. ,LIBRARY OPERATIONS. 
Peniman, W. David. Microcomputers in libraries: If 
they are the answer, what is the question? 
W . 1 Q £ , O Q o.!T!.P.y..t.e..LS f o. r i n f .Qr.!T!.i.t i, o.n m a.o a g e me n, t.. March, 
1984, 1, 31-38. 
Mentions that the microcomputer can be used for library 
operations in several different ways: 
1) stand alone; 
2) back-up; 
3) interface; 
4) enhancement. 
In order to make the best library use of micro, 
librarians should analyze their problems in the 
traditional way and then work with an experienced micro 
programmer. 
83 
105. , LIBRARY PERIODICALS. 
Pemberton, Jenny Chase. Microcomputinq at Online. 
Qnllne. Jan, 84, 8(1) 23-28. 
Describes the Apple II plus and the Compu Pro 816/E for 
the production of mailing lists and the handling of 
orders, invoices and financial reports. 
106. , LIBRARY STOCK, CIRCULATION, PUBLIC LIBRARIES, 
NEW JERSEY. 
Bryant, david S. Circulating personnel computers 
L.i. b. r a.r_y co.!T).f?.y. t.i,ng, ( S u p.p l.eme n.t to 1 i,b. r a r y ip u r n a 1 ) 
Nov. 85, 110(18) 161-163. 
Describes the setting up of a microcomputer loan 
service at Belleville public library. New Jersey. Timex 
Since lair 1000 personal computers were bought for this 
service. Includes the results of a survey of borrowers 
to establish circulation patterns and effectiveness of 
the service. 
107. , , TEACHER COLLEGE LIBRARIES,SCOTLAND. 
Gray, Philip.Intergrating computing in to learning 
resources in a college of education. Learning 
re sou., re es j..Q.u..,r .,n a..l. Oct, 86, 2(3) 109-115. 
Deals with the relationship between computinq and 
learning resources in the context of St. Andrew's 
college, Glasgow. the advantages of integration are 
discussed as well as the problems that can arise. The 
balance between the teaching and service elements of 
computing are considered. 
84 
108. , MODELS, EVALUATION. 
Vasudev,Vinev K; Pruett, James M. Simulation on 
three sizes of computers an evaluation. 
INformation processing and management. 1985, 
21(2), 139-147. 
Discrete simulation modelling is a powerful tool used 
for evaluation and analysis. While it has been used 
extensively on mainframe computers, for a number of 
reasons it has not to data been widely used on small 
computers. Addresses the issue of simulation on small 
computers by answering the question. 'Are 
microcomputers powerful enough to process a highly 
iterative simulation model in an accurate, timely and 
cost-effective manner? 'Compares three computers of 
differing sizes, using a qurueing and an inventory 
model. 
109. , NETHERLANDS. 
Citroen, Charles. Microcomputers for information 
retrieval in the Netherlands. N£WSIDIC. Jan, 86, 
(75)7. 
Outlines two meetings of the Netherlands association of 
users of online information systems (VOGIN) devoted to 
videotex and online search assistance software; two 
journals that deal with microcomputer applications; a 
1-day meeting and exhibition of the Netherland library 
association; and the Netherlands public libraries group 
which has organised a network. 
85 
110. , NETWORK SYSTEM, FAXON LINX. 
Lenzini, Rebecca; Rakauskas,George. Personal 
computers and Faxon's LINX network. Information 
technology and libraries. March, 1984, 3, 58-62. 
Describes the use of the faxon LINX system with a micro 
.computer. Before the popularity of micro, the user was 
forced to use a certain terminal to access a vendor's 
database.Now that micros have expansion slots, they can 
be made to emulate the CRT and still provide word 
processing, spreadsheeting, graphics, and database 
manipulation. This means that the PC owner now can use 
the machine for other applications. 
ill. , NETWORK, WAUKESHA. 
Gosz, Kathleen. Microcomputer network supports ILL 
for Waukesha library system. W.inscQ.nsln libraLY 
bulletin. Summer, 1983, 78, 65-67. 
The Waukesha country library system, consisting of 16 
public libraries,needed some way to communicate and 
share resources other than by telephone. 
Microtechnology in the form of an Apple I plus micro & 
a communications package from micro courier appeared to 
be the answer. However in respect, the software was 
probably not the best choice. 
112. , ONLINE CATALOGUES, SEARCHING, MELVYL. 
Engle. Mary. Microcomputers and MELVYL. DLA 
bulletin. Oct, 83, 3C2f5)) 6-13. 
Describes requirements to establish the link. Discusses 
the unique advantages of communicating with MELVYL by 
micro-computer.Once set up the micro-computer can than 
access other information providers and serve any number 
of other useful functions in the library. 
86 
113. ---, ONLINE CATALOGUING, DATABASE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS, INFOBASE, BIBSRCH. 
Power, Durward Lee. InfoBase: BibSrch: a 
bibliographic DBMS for self service catalogs. 
Re.t.ere.nce service review. Fall, 87, 15(3) 29-44. 
Gives a detailed account of the development of 
Infobase. BibSrch,a personal computer fPc) based 
database management system for producing online library 
catalogues consisting of records of variable length 
with special features. Including MARC tags. Boolean 
logic was deliberately omitted to prove the hypothesis 
that online self sservice catalogue would function 
better without it, the aim ofthe system being to behave 
like the familiar card catalogue but with computer 
enhancements. * 
114. , , PROGRAMS, MEDICAL LIBRARIES, SCOTLAND. 
Powne, Clare. First experiences with Book SHELF at 
fife health board. Program. July, 87, 21(3) 260-
272. 
Describes the benefits of computei—based catalogue 
automation in the development of a small multi-site 
health authority library service. Implementation of the 
catalogue and enquiry module of the BookSHELF 
integrated library management package is also 
described. Problems arising from the differing 
bibliographic record requirements of a special library 
and university medical library are highlighted and some 
potential enhancements to the software suggested. 
87 
115. , ONLINE DATABASES, BRS. 
Dolan, Donna R. A quide to locating mini/micro 
information in online databases. Online. March, 
1983, 7,78-81. 
Describes the search strategy used to find mini and 
microcomputer information in the BRS databases. This is 
not really software ,iust a printed list pf terms used 
to find the desired information. 
116. , ,DIALOG. 
Folke, Carolyn Winters. Online microcomputer 
information answers the call for help. Wisconsin 
1 i.b r.a r. y b u. 1. let. i n . Summer, 1983, 78, 62-64. 
Focuses on the problem of locating microcomputer 
literature and how the commercial online databases are 
coming to the rescue. Itis interesting to note that 
mi...c .r p c o mp) .u. t e. r index , available through DIALOG, had 
accumulated 9,000 items in just two years. 
117. ,ONLINE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL,ADMINISTRATION. 
PROGRAMS. 
16 
Speer, Susan C. Managing online search statistics 
with dBASE 3Plus. 1.0 f.p r m a t.ip.n _. t.e c.h.n,o_l.o,g,y a n d 
Libraries. Sept, 87, 6(3) 223-226. 
In spring 86 East Carolina University school of 
medicine, health science library. North Carolina, 
developed a computer program to manage statistics about 
online literature searches. The programm is written in 
dBASE 3 and runs on an IBM PC/XT,and reports the number 
of searches performed, calculates changes to 
departments and individuals and prints end-of-the-month 
invoices for users unassociated with the university but 
with standing account. 
88 
118. , , DUMB TERMINALS. 
Tenopir, Carol. Online searching with a 
microcomputer. Lib..ra.r.y jo.u.r.na 1.. March, 85, 110(5) 
42-43. 
Describes the basic information for libraries 
considering the change to using a microcomputer instead 
of a dumb terminal for on-line searching. Considers 
costs and benefits,and choice of suitable hard and 
software. 
119. , ,ELECTRONIC MAIL, UK. 
Bagshow, Eric.Open the door to data. Business 
computing and communications. May, 85, 34-37. 
Considers what software and hardware is needed to 
enable a microcomputer in the UK to act as a terminal 
to access online retrieval services and electronic mail 
services. Discusses modern requirements.Outlines 
Prestal options and software. Look at access o burean 
services and the company mainframe. 
120. , , INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, EUROPE. 
Noerr, Peter L; Noerr, Kathleen T. Birins A 
European view of micros for information 
management. Microcomputers for information 
!I!.a.D.i.9.e!T!.§..0..t - Sept, 83, 1(3) 165-175. 
Discusses the development of microcomputer use and 
outlines the areas where development seems strongest 
and most novel. Also discusses the funding and 
development institution in the light of European 
cooperation efforts in to the use of microcomputers in 
information management. 
89 
121. , , INFORMATION SERVICES, DATA BASES 
PROGRAMS. 
Tenopir, Carol. Data base access software. Library 
ioy.r.na.1- Oct, 84, 109(16) 1828-1829. 
Data base access software or'gateways' allows a 
microcomputer with a modem to access hosts 
automatically, simplifies searching and enables the 
uploading of stored searches and the down loading of 
results. Looks at In search a data base access program 
which provides access to DIALOG through IBM, IBM-
compatible and taxes instruments microcomputers. 
122. , , INTELLIGENT TERMINALS. 
Collinge, Brian. Microcomputer technology in 
online searching. NEWSI,D.I.C.. Jan,86, (75) 8-9. 
Discusses current marketing of micro-computer 
technology in respect of online searching. Describes 
the demise of high street marketing and current 
developments. 
123. Johns, Mogens. Information retrieval 
microcomputers. NEWSIDIC. Jan, 86,(75) 14-17. 
16 
Describes the problems, one must be aware of when 
considering the purchase of software for on-line 
information retrieval. Describes also the functions; 
network addresses and pass words; dial-up; complete 
log-on procedure; reduced connect time, manipulating 
search results: syntax control; data base selection; 
search language translation; and testing. 
90 
124. Machovec, George S. Microcomputer front-end 
software for bibliographic information systems. 
QnXi.ne......l.ib.r.a.r ies and microcompu, t,e.rs . Apr, 85,3(4) 
1-3. 
Analyses the advantages and disadvantages of 
microcomputer front-end software for searching online 
bibliographic data bases. Describes: In search and pro-
search by Menlo corporation; ISI Sci-Mate; Information 
access corporation's search heiper; and information 
transfer by data-base Inc. 
125. Ramsden. Going online with a micro. Learninq 
r.esQU_rces journal. Oct, 86, 2(3) 116-124. 
Describes the use of microcomputers as a means of 
accessing information data bases and online services. 
Outlines the benefits of 'downloading' and the hardware 
and software required covers the different types of 
software package. An assessment is made of the 
commercial packages currently available together with 
cost indications and list of suppliers. 
126. , , , IBM Pc. 
Kolner, Stuart J. The IBM Pc as an online search 
machine part I : anatomy for searchers. Online! 
Jan, 85, 9(1) 37-42. 
Select the IBM Pc for online searching for 3 reasons 
the IBM market share; many online searchers select 
thelBM Pc,the Hayes 1200 Smart modem, and CROSS TALK 
XVI software. Discusses the components of the machine: 
the computer; the keyboard; the monitor; the printer; 
and the modem. 
91 
127. , , PROGRAMS. 
Herther, Nancv- Text-retrieval software for 
microcomputers. Online. Nov, 86, 10(6) 125-129. 
Reviews text retrieval packages for microcomputers. 
Discusses: searching; tips; and uses and users. 
128. Huffman, G. David; Leigh, William E. The well-
equiped searcher's support station. Microcomputers 
f..Q r_.._..ln f Q r m a. t i ..Q.n man a g e m e. n, t. Mar,86, 3(1) 59-68. 
Describes the productivity and effectiveness of 
bibliographic data base searchers can be greatly 
enhanced through the use of personal computer software. 
Also describes the hardware software configuration 
which has been assembled to support searchers. Special 
requirements of searchers that are considered include 
facilities for post-processing of downloaded citations. 
129. Tenopir, Carol. Software for online searching 
L.lbra.r.y j.ou..r.n.a.l. Oct, 85, 110(17) 52-53. 
Discusses three microcomputers software packages 
currently available to aid or enhance the online search 
process. Searchware is a single system front-end 
providing access to DIALOG. Prosearch (which replace 
In-search) is a multi system frontend with automatic 
log on to either DIALOG or BRS and log on protocols for 
20 other online services which can be added. The 
professional bibliographic system (PBS) is used in 
con.iection with Biblio-Link to manipulate and reformat 
records which have been downloaded on to microcomputer 
disc. 
92 
130. , , PROGRAMS, OMNIFILE. 
Force, Ronald. Omnifile: business file storaqe and 
retrieval. Online review. Feb,86, 10(1) 39-41,, 
Discusses the outlines traditional computer 
applications to library procedures such as technical 
services, circulation and administration. Focuses on 
the two most significant public service applications of 
microcomputers: support of online data bases and the 
searching of remote vendor systems.Examines the 
implications of microcomputers for librarians. 
131. , , ,SEARCHING. 
Leigh, William E., Paz, Noemi. Using a personal 
computer to provide online and executable 
documentation for searching bibliographic data 
bases. Information _tech_no.l.ogy and libraries . June, 
87, 6(2) 133-137. 
Describes executable documentation, which resides on a 
personal computer, and may be consulted for 
instructions for searching the database systems 
specified. A feature of the system involves a 
communication program which enables the instruction 
document to be used directly as a means for carrying 
out online searching. 
132. , , , SEARCHWARE. 
Reneau, Fred W. Searchware: For online access by 
novice users. Online review. Feb, 86, 10(1) 35-36. 
Searchware packages are designed to aid personal 
computer users formulating search strategies for online 
data bases. Users fill out a simplified screen-
displayed worksheet and the program produces search 
commands, syntax and search logic. Searchware runs on 
IBM/Pc and Apple computers and is produced by 
searchware. 
93 
^ ^ ^ ZY-INDEX, LEARNED SOCIETY AND 
INSTITUTE LIBRARIES,USA. 
Peterson Holland, Manrita. Zy-INDEX: full text 
retrieval power. Online.- July, 85, 9(4), 38-42. 
At the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., Zv 
INDEX, a microcomputer text retrieval software 
package,is used to retrieve information from rare books 
and manuscripts which have been digitised and stored on 
microcomputer discs. The Smithsonian pro.iect was 
designed to allow libraries acquiring these materials 
on disc to save cataloguing and indexing time, through 
direct recall of word and phrases from the text. 
ZylNDEX consists of 3discs. Search and tutorial, INdex 
and utility, and clean-up. The search function is menu 
controlled. 
139. , , SEARCHING, STRATEGIES, PHARMACEUTICS. 
Crawford, R.G; Edwards, Mary-Ellen. A prototype 
mouse-based interface to drug related information. 
Online review. Dec, 85, 9(6) 471-487. 
Present the design of a prototype system that provides 
a simple interface between the dialog information 
review service and the end user, via an Apple Macintosh 
microcomputer. This drug-interface automatically 
connects to the dialog information retrieval system 
service via available networks, aids the Dialog, 
displays the results of the search and downloads the 
relevant pieces in to a Macintosh data file named by 
the user. The user can accomplish all of these tasks 
without any keystrokes through the use of a mouse. the 
prototype system was built specially to facilitate 
retrieval of drug related information, involving access 
to three different data bases on dialog. 
94 
135. , , TELECOMMUNICATIONS. 
Melin, Nancy Jean. Enlarging micros: the mainframe 
connection. W. i. 1 s o, n 1 i b. r a. r y by. 1.1 e, t.i .n. Jan, 85, 59(5) 
315,318. 
Describes, the advent of the microcomputer offers many 
new possibilities for connecting libraries to mainframe 
data bases that can significantly simplify and enhance 
a variety of library activities. Discusses the 
advantages and disadvantages of mainframes and 
microcomputers. Examines technical considerations for 
the micro to mainframe link and how librarians can use 
the link. 
136. , , UPLOADING. 
Kolner, Stuart J. The IBM Pc as an online search 
machine-part 6: uploading. Online. July, 86, 10(4) 
32-36. 
Defines uploading as the transmission of information 
from local memory to a remote system, and discusses the 
benefits and disadvantages. Looks at the technical 
aspects. Outlines uploading using CROSSTALK, a 
communications system for online searching. 
137. , , UK. 
Clarke, John. Networking minis in a local 
authority. Netlink. Jan,87, 3(1) 8-11. 
Discusses the plans being considered by the London 
Brought of Hillingdon, UK, to network several existing 
mini-based systems and the mainframe facilities 
provided by LOLA (London online local authorities) 
consortium. Examines: the reasons for using a network; 
network the systems to added to the network; proposals; 
and finance. 
95 
138. ---, ONLINE INFORMATION SYSTEM. 
Lundeen, Gerald. Microcomputers in personal 
information systems. Sp e.c.i a,l_ libraries . April. 
1981,72, 127-137. 
Focuses on the microcomputer for the small library or 
the individual as an affordable reality, predicts that 
micros will have mainframe power by the mid 1980s and 
that the researcher will have developed his own online 
information system. 
139. , , MICRO-32. 
Ahmed, S.S. A micro-computer based online 
information system. Luc know 1. i br a r i a n s. 0 c t-
Dec,86, 18(4) 155-122. 
Discusses a micro-computer based on-line information 
system which has been developed using a utility called 
FORMS-2 available on the MICRO-32 system.the system has 
been used for computerising certain housekeeping 
operations and information services. the system is 
highly interactive and gives when required a hard-copy 
of the retrieved items. 
140. , ONLINE, RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION, CARD 
CATALOGUES, SPECIAL LIBRARIES. 
Faust, Julia B. Microcomputers as online catalog 
in special libraries. S p e c. i a 1 i b, r.a. r. i.e s . 
86,77(3) 133-139. 
Discusses the rationale for the conversion of a card 
catalogue to an online system in a special library owing 
approximately 4000 titles, equipment, software, and 
procedures are described. Pros and cons of the use of a 
microcomputer for such a pro.iect,as well as costs and 
personnel needs, are outlines. 
96 
141. ,ONLINE SEARCHING, DEVELOPMENT. 
Kesselman, Martin.Online update. Wilson library 
bulletin. October, 1983, 58, 128-129. 
Gives the reader a thumbnail sketch of current 
developments in online searching. This includes 
downloading, integrated software, and th proliferating 
number of data bases. 
, JNLiNE SEARCH, PROGRAM, MCAIR. 
Henkins, Robert W. Microcomputer- Assi? 
information retrieval. North Carolina libraries 
Winter, 1982, 40, 214-219. 
Jescribes a software program, MCAIR, which can be used 
when doing an online search from one or tne commerciax 
online companies. This program is used to sign on to 
the service and then download and manipulate the data. 
The minimum ha dware required is a micro with 48K, two 
disk drives, and a modem. 
143. , , TEACH "NG AID. 
Large,J.A; Armstrong, C.J. The micrc^omputer as a 
training aid for online searching. Online review. 
January, 1983, 7, 51-59. 
Describes a training software package for online 
searching. The purpose of this program is to provide 
the necessary skills for online searching without 
incurring the costs of an actual online search. The 
package would be useful to graduate library schools 
offering courses in online searching. 
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144. , ONLINE SERVICES, WORD PROCESSING, 
Chenoweth, Russ. A word processer in the library. 
In.f o.rma_ti.o.n techn.o.lc).g.y a.nd libraries . June , 1982 , 
1, 160-163. 
Describes the stand-alone wanq word processor 140. the 
director has used the machine to w i t e and edit 
periodical articles. The reference department has 
produced an online services manual, and also uses the 
machine to produce bibliographies. The library has 
found the machine easy to learn how to use. 
145. , OVERDUES, CONTROL. 
Klasing, Jane P; Schwartz, Joe. How to control 
overdues with a microcomputer. Florida media 
g.y.i..r:..ter. 1Y.. spring, 1981, 6, 19-21. 
Describes a locally programmed system to take care of 
overdues. The librarians kept statistics during the 
1979/80 school year to determine the needs of the 
system. The student receives an overdue notice the 
first week. The second week letters are sent to 
parents. Materials are then considered lost and a bill 
is sent for the amount needed to replace the item. 
146. , PAYROLLS,OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES, 
COUNTY LIBRARIES, INDIANA. 
Purcell, Royal. Computerizing the library payroll. 
Small, computers in libraries. Feb, 87, 7(2) 21-23. 
Describes the use of a microcomputer to process 
thelibrai-y payroll at the Monroe county public library, 
Bloomington,Indiana, A 48K Apple II plus microcomputer 
with 25 1/4 inch floppy discs is used together with an 
accounting program from the connected 6 megabyte corvus 
model 6 Pascal based sealed disc. The software CYMA 
general business system, includes separate programs for 
general ledger accounts receivable, accounts payable 
payroll and inventory. 
OR 
.1,47. , PERIODICALS CONTROL, DATABASE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS, COLLEGE LIBRARIES, PENNSYLVANIA. 
Vogf '^., J. Thomas; Burus, Lynn W. Serials 
management by micro computer: the potential of 
DBMS. Online. May, 84, 8(3) 68-70. 
Describes the use at Philadelphia college of textiles 
and science of micro-computer programs for serials. 
These are a file manager, PFS and a relational data 
base management system dBASE II. PFS on an Apple 11+ 
has been used for a serial: holding list. dBASE II is 
used for serials management and has the flexibility to 
handle the serials check in requirements. 
148. , , UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, CALIFORNIA. 
Fulton,Gloria. INterfacing vendor packages: a case 
s t u d y . L. i b. r.a r,y s o..f. t. w a re review . July-Aug, 87, 6(4) 
199-200. 
Discusses the acquisition and implementation of the 
Faxon Microlink series control system,which is 
connected to a 3-com local area network runninq on IBM 
compatible leading edge computers at the Humboldt state 
university library in Areata California. 
149. ,PHOTOGRAPHS, ARCHIVES, MEDICAL SCHOOL 
LIBRARIES, PENNSYLVANIA. 
Smith,Jill Gates. A echives and special 
collections on women in medicine. Medical Colleqe 
of Pennsylvania. P. i c. t.u re s c.g p.e.. Spring, 86, 32(2) 
53-57. 
Describes the project, employing a compaq plus computer 
with dBASE 3 and photocopying methods, to improve 
intellectual and physical access to the collection of 
still photographs inthe archive. 
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150. , POLICIES, PROCEDURES. 
Mason, Robert M. The micro manager. Library. 
joyxnal.. April, 1984, 109, 794-795. 
Discusses the differences between policies and 
procedures for micros and the importance of having 
written rules and regulations for the use of micros in 
the library. Further suggests that procedures be 
established regarding files backups, disk ownership, 
names for files, catalogs for files and disks, storage 
for disks computer maintenance, and continuing 
education for users. 
151. , PROGRAMMING, INFORMATION CENTRE. 
Fosdick, Howard. Microcmputer programming in the 
information centre. S p.e c i.a 1 1 .i b r.a r. i.e s . July, 1983, 
74, 211-221. 
Surveyed the literature on microcomputer languages and 
related the results in this article. Since library data 
is mostly alphabetical, important consideration is 
character string handling capabilities. In this respect 
it found PL/1 to be the language of choice, with BASIC 
running a close second. Important features are the 
tables and the bibliography. 
152. , PROGRAMS. 
Chu, Felix. On considering microcomputer software 
for purchase. Small c o m p y t e£,s in libraries . May, 
86, 6C5) 21-24. 
Mentions guidelines to help sift through advertisements 
and related documents for information useful in 
considering a piece of microcomputer software for 
purchase. Functional considerations include case of use 
and appropriateness of the package. System reguirements 
include the operating system, memory, peripherals and 
additional hardware, and telecommunications. 
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153, Eager, Visginia W. Something for (almost) nothing 
Smi.ll..-...CQ.ffif5.y-ie.r.s l o . l..ikr.i£ii.s. Oct, 84, 4(8) 6-7. 
Describes 4 user supported software programs for the 
IBM Pc. Pc-TALK enables users to auto-dial data base 
hosts, transmit pre-recorded searches and download 
results for later use. Pc-FILE is a data base manager 
designed for case of use. Pc-WRITE is word processincj 
program. EPISTAT is a collection of statistical program 
for small to medium-sized data collections. tJser-
supported software is not charged for until the user 
has tried it and linked it. 
154. Kellogg, Peggy. Software reviews. Library software 
review. Mar-Apr, 87, 6(2) 104-112. 
Describes 6 software programs covering database 
management, word processing and library management. Q & 
A reviewed by David Carlson; the filing system for 
Apple writer by Jan Ratner; accession book and library 
list by Lawrence Reck; menu manager by John 
Catanzariti; multiscribe by John Hempstead. 
155. Lundeen, Gerlad; Tenopir, Carol. Microcomputer 
software for in house database... four top 
packages under $ 2000. Online. Sept, 85, 9(5) 30-
38. 
Examines four information retrieval packages which run 
on small single user microcomputers: CAIRS, INMAGIC; 
Sci-Mate; and SIRE. Discusses the four packages against 
selection criteria such as: storage and hardware 
requirements; search features; and system out put, 
security, maintenance and documentation. 
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156. Machovec, George S. Microcomputer bibliographic 
information retrieval software. Online librarian 
and microcomputers. Mar,86, 4(3) 1-4. 
Discusses 
software. 
USA. 
criteria for choosing information retrieval 
Lists some of the packages popular in the 
157. Mc Farland, Bob. Alpha/three: one file at a 
E.1 ec,tron,ic 1 ibrary. June, 87, 5(3) 144. 
time 
Describes a review of the Alpha/three personal computer 
software package which can be used for setting up a 
database and for the transfer of records, from computer 
to computer and with other data base packages. 
158. Michels, Fredrick. Developing inhouse systems 
using micros. Lib.rary Hi Tech. 1985, 3(1) 83-91. 
With inexpensive (sometimes free) programs available 
that meet the needs of most libraries, almost any 
library can afford to introduce microcomputer based 
automation. Utilising software such as dBASE 2, almost 
any librarian can learn to write or modify programs to 
meet specific needs. Contains programs to produce 
serials lists and to analyse serials collections. 
159. Purcell, Royal, Applications programming for 
libraries. Libra ry software review. Sept-Oct, 87, 
6(5) 283-288. 
Outlines the basic of writing a computer program for 
library applications. Discusses: choice of language; 
programming with BASIC; small and large applications; 
computer types; technical applications and systems 
programming. 
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160. Scott, Jenny. Library computerisation options with 
reference to computer technology and software 
desiqn. Journal of librarianship and information 
S.C i en ce . Apr, 85,(3) 91-100. 
Provides a broad overview of microcomputers, 
minicomputers and mainframes. Examines the various 
categories of software systems,available to libraries 
including restricted packaged systems, inhouse 
developed systems and turnkey systems. Libraries must 
utilize computer technology in order to fulfil the 
increasing role that the information era has thrust 
upon them, but that the libraries individual service to 
users should remain undominated by the constraints of 
either software or hardware. 
161. , ,COLLEGE LIBRARIES, UK. 
Shreeve, Robin, Information technology in the 
college library teaching aid and housekeeping 
tool. L i b. r a. r.y a s s.g c, i a t, i o.n r e eg. r.d . hay, 86, 88(5) 
243-245. 
Reviews the microcomputers and software in colleqe 
libraries with particular reference to those in the 
HERTIS system. 
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162. , , COOPERATION. 
De Younq, Barbara. Resource sharing of 
microsoftware. M i c. r o c o mp ute r.s for i n.f g f .ma t i o n 
management,. Dec, 84, 1(4) 313-324. 
In the library community,it is important to have 
computible microcomputer systems for optimum sharing of 
computer resources. Explores the basic reason that 
software packages will not work on different 
microcomputers incompatible operating systems. Define 
operating system as an interface between the 
application program and the hardware, with a 
proprietary system operating a single and of computer 
and a generic system operating a variety of computer 
choices. The compatibility issues surrounding the IBM 
MS-DOS are fully explored, and 2 future trends in 
hardware and software development are presented. These 
two alternatives seem to indicate a return of true 
compatibility. 
163. , , EVALUATION. 
Niemeyer, Karen K. Software or centerpiece? 
Getting tough with microcomputer courseware 
evaluation. Catholic l..i.,b r a.ry wo.rl.d . J a n / F e b , 
86,57(3) 178-180. 
Discusses that the educators have been evaluating 
microcomputer software by the traditional criteria of 
care of use, timelines, appropriateness of content,and 
grade level. Emphasises the need to .judge microcomputer 
courseware qualitatively: students needs; and its 
effectiveness. Describes a five stage process with 
regard to the selection microcomputer courseware that 
will be cost effective. 
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164. , , IBM Pc, CROSSTALK XVI. 
Kolner, Stuart J, The IBM Pc as an online search 
machines part 4: Telecommunications and CROSSTALK 
XVI. Online. July, 85, 9(4) 27-34. 
Explores the nature of telecommunications software, 
considering: terminal emulation; phone qnd modem 
control; storage of sign-ons; file transfer; data 
capture; and other futures. Indicates 6 
telecommunication software packages. Discusses in 
particular, CROSSTALK XVI with respect to the 
operations indicated above. Also discusses training and 
loading CROSSTALK XVI and communications and other 
paramenters. 
165. , , MIST+. 
Lundeen, Gerald.Mist +: tools for tailoring 
communication applications. E. 1 e.g. t. r o n i c 1 i b r a r y . 
Aug,87,5C4) 202-204. 
Describes Mist + which is an integrated software 
package that combines telecommunications, text 
processing and data base management with a programming 
language that enables that use to tailor the system for 
a range of applications. The result is powerful, 
flexible and easy to use package for applications 
developers. Mist runs on IBM PCs and compatible 
computers. 
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166. , , PERMDEX. 
Yerkey, A. Neicl. A preserved context indexing 
system for microcomputers: PERMDEX. In.lprmatiQn 
processing and manaqement. 1983, 19, 165-171. 
Describes a microcomputer program, PERMDEX, which aids 
in the creation of a permuted index. The purpose was to 
create a user-friendly program to allow for context of 
indexing paraphrases. This program allows the indexer 
to use as many paraphrases as necessary to desirable a 
concept. The program was written for a TRS-80 model II 
using new D0S80. 
167. , , RANGEFINDER. 
Desroches, Richard A; Rudd, Marie, Shelf space 
management : a microcomputer application. 
I.G.f orma.tion tec.hno, 1 ogy and l,ib,r,ari.es . June, 1983, 
2, 187-189. 
Describes a program, rangefinder, which keeps track of 
the shelf space on a floor by floor basis. The program 
operates on an Apple II plus with 48K and one disk 
drive. Each record contains three fields: 
1) call number; 
2) total inches; 
3) inches in use. The program has four modules: 
1) add; 
2) delete; 
3) search; and 
4) print. 
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168. , , SELECTION. 
Hubbard, Abigail, Software selection. Medical 
reference services gua.r.te.rly- Summer, 87, 6(2) 83-
89. 
Addresses the question of the selection of a software 
program for a microcomputer focusing on the following 
selection criteria: 
1) ease of use; 
2) vendor support; 
3) updates and revised version; 
4) software integration; and 
5) cost. 
sources of information about software are examined. 
169. , . STAFF TRAINING. 
Broussard, Harry C. Childs play. Information 
tech no. log and libraries . September,1982,l,203~205. 
Describes the appearance on the scene of an individual 
or a group who can advice the librarian as well as 
develop the system and provide the equipment, programs, 
and staff training-Many small companies have been 
established in the last three years to do .iust that. 
170. , ,SURVEYS, FRANCE. 
Bertrand, Roland; Henriot, Emmanuel. An overview 
of information retrieval software for 
microcomputers in France. Program. July, 85, 19(3) 
243-250. 
Presents the teaching and the conclusion of a survey 
undertaken by the DBMIST in the French department of 
national education. 40 systems have been studied but 
only 10 of them appear to be interesting. A range of 
criteria is used to classify packages in 2 main 
categories: the 1st to approximately 5, 000 documents; 
and the 2nd appropriate for average documentation 
units. 
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171. , , TELECOMMUNICATIONS. 
Mason,Robert M. Telecommunications programs-- The 
osborne executive DEC's rainbow 100 plus. 
Library .iournal. November, 1983, 108, 2034-2035. 
Describes several telecommunications software packaqes: 
1) Modem 7; 
2) ASCOM; 
3) INTERLYNC; 
4) TELETERM; 
5) crosstalk; and 60 MITE. 
172. , , UNIX. 
Birch, Sandra: Fox, Edward A. UNIX micros for 
students majoring in computer science and personal 
information retrieval. Micro.computers for 
.1 D.fQ.rmat.ion management.. Mar,86, 3(1) 15-29. 
Reviews the planning and decision making process and 
explains why UNIX was chosen as the most suitable 
system to use in the training of computer science 
students. Implementation of the microcomputer program 
is discussed, including revision to the freshman 
curriculum and the distribution of required hardware 
and software. Discusses research and development 
efforts aimed at giving users of these systems special 
software for personal information retrieval. 
173. , , VISICALC. 
Miller, Bruce Cummings. Spreadsheet models of 
library activities. Library HJ Tech. Spring, 1984, 
1, 19-25. 
Describes the capabilities of spreadsheet software in 
the area of library simulation or modeling. With this 
type of software visicalc is the best known 
example The library can figure out how long a 
pro.iect will take and how much it will cost, the table 
produced automatically would take hours to type. 
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174. , PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 
Harvie, Barbara, Anton, Julie. Is there a 
microcomputer in your future? Computer town thinks 
that the answer is 'yes'. Top of the news. Spring, 
1983, 39, 275-281. 
Computertown is the result of two computer authors. Bob 
Albrecht and Roman Zamora, who wanted to bring 
microtechnoloqy to as many as possible. Discuss all the 
steps necessary for bringing computer literacy to 
public library patrons. 
175. Verbesey, J. Robert. Public microcomputers on long 
Island. Library aournii- June, 1983, 108, 1211-
1213. 
Stated purpose is to provide a starting place for any 
library interested in providing public access micros. 
The money was available from a bond issue authorized to 
provide a new library from which four TRS-80's were 
purchased. The concern about the use of micros in this 
library is how to bring computer literacy to the 
female partron since statistics show male-dominant use. 
176. , , CURRENT TRENDS, UK. 
Batt, Chris. Microcomputers in UK public 
libraries: a review of current trends. Prpgram. 
ian, 85 19(1) 39-47. 
Describes the backround development to the use of 
microcomputers in UK public libraries and reviews the 
present position using the result of a national survey 
on microcomputer use in public libraries conducted 
during the first quarter of 1984. Considers future 
trends based on the pattern of use which has been 
demonstrated to date. 
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177. , , lOWAUNIVERSITY. 
Kusack, James M; Bowers, John S. Public 
microcomputer in public libraries. Library 
io.ur.DM.- November, 1982, 107-2137-2141. 
Discusses that a teacher and a graduate of the library 
school at the University of Iowa have teamed up to 
present this survey of microcomputer uses in public 
libraries. Also included are discussions about 
hardware, how to make the' microcomputer pay for itself, 
rules about use, and training. 
178. , , LITERACY OBJECTIVES. 
Julien, Don; Schauer, Bruce. Microcomputer come to 
kings [sic! country. .L.ib.r.a.r.y j..our.oa 1. June, 1983, 
108, 1214-1216. 
Two Washington state libraries with very different 
social, educational, and age populations were chosen to 
test the goals of computer literacy, hardware/software 
needs, patern/staff/machine guidelines, the library's 
role in this service and to help others in this area. 
All these ob.iectives are discussed in relation to this 
pro.iect. 
179. , , PLANNING. 
Edmonds, Leslie, Taming technology: planning for 
patron use of microcomputers in the public 
library. Top of the news. Spring, 1983, 39, 247-
251. 
The keyword in the article is planning. The staff do 
plan, make rules, provide workshops and are cooperative 
in the responsibility of this new and different type of 
service. Statistics show that for the first six months, 
200 patrons attended workshops with 120 active users. 
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180. , , PLANNING, AUSTRALIA. 
Willard, Patricia. Microcomputer availability of 
public library clients. LASIE.. Sept/Oct, 86, 17(2) 
39-46. 
Reports the fraction of public library respondents then 
making, or planning to make micros available to their 
clients, the uses to which available machines were put, 
the variety of purposes for which they were introduced 
and the practices by which their use was controlled. 
181. , , RURAL. 
Romans, Anne F; Ransom, stantey A. An apple a day; 
microcomputers in the public library. American 
Libraries. December, 1980, 11, 691-693. 
This is an account of a rural public library's bringing 
computer literacy to a segment of the population who 
otherwise would not have had such an apportunity. The 
demand was so great that the time restriction had to be 
limited to 15 minutes to give everyone a chance. 
182. , , SERVICE. 
Dewey, Patrick R. How to install a microcomputer 
for public use and survive. Online.'..83 confenence 
X^.P c e e d.i.Qg s . 1983. 
Discusses all the important aspects of acguiring and 
maintaining a microcomputer lab for public use. Also 
included is a short description of what various public 
libraries are doing to provide service in this area. 
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183. , , STATISTICS. 
Dimick, Barbara. The microcomputer in public 
library: a children's room experience. Jop of the 
news. Spring, 1933, 39, 253-258. 
Describes in concise detail how the madison public 
library childrens division acquire a micro for the use 
of its clientele and how this has affected the library 
routine as well as the library attendence statistics, 
the biggest problems appear to be copy right and 
replacement diskettes. 
184. , , SURVEYS,USA. 
McCrossan, John; Knego, John Use of microcomputers 
in public libraries. J g u. r.n a 1 of, education a 1 m e d. i a 
and Library scienee. summer, 86, 23(4) 325-332. 
Result of a survey, carried out by South Florida 
university, school library and information sciences in 
1985, to determine the extent to which public libraries 
in the USA use or plan to use microcomputers. Responses 
from selected states are presented. 
185. Mc Crossan, John; Knego, John. Use of 
microcomputers in public libraries: a nationa] 
survey. Public Libraries, summer, 86, 25(2) 54-55. 
Describes that a significant technological advance for 
public libraries is the development of relatively in 
expensive microcomputers. A survey was conducted during 
1985 in order to determine the extent to which public 
libraries are using or plan to use microcomputeis. 
Responses indicate that public libraries are using 
microcomputers for a wide variety of purposes. 
Responses from represented states are summerised, the 
nation wide situation is discussed, and future uses of 
microcomputers in public libraries are outlined. 
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186. Burqin. robert. The use of microcomputers accross 
- types of libraries. L i b.ra. r y Hi tech news . J a n , 8 7 . ( 3 4 ) 6 
Described the directory of microcomputer users in 
libraries, prepared by the technology in public 
libraries committee association, provides a wide ranqe 
of data on the use of microcomputers in 1ibraries. the 
directory lists 381 libraries inthe USA and Canada. 
Discusses the data which examines the difference and 
similiarities in library microcomputer use. 
187 PUBLIC TERMINAL,LCS, ILLINOIS 
Chenq, Chin-Chuan; Murphy, Kurt R. The IBM PC16 as 
a public terminal on LCS. InfoxMa.tlQ,D te.chDpl.Qqy & 
Libraries. March,19S4,3, 62-68. 
In November 1978 the university of ILLinois implemented 
a modified version of Ohio state university's library 
control system (LCS). The system now consists of some 
two dozen academic libraries throughout the state. 
Describes a program written to make LCS more user 
friendly and to provide more information on the screen 
as to what the user is to do. This program operates on 
an IBM PC, and these machines will eventually replace 
all LCS terminals so that the system can eventually be 
used as an online catalog. 
188 PUBLISHED MATERIALS,NEWSPAPERS, INDEXING. 
Walker, Alice.Creating a newspaper index: 
microcomputers to the rescue; W..i.lson library 
bulletin. Oct, 86, 61(2) 26-29. 
Describes an index of the Augusta Chronicle created by 
the Angusta regional library, Georgia, which produced a 
list of news of people who lived in east central 
Georgia in the late 18th century to early 19th 
century.The index began as a card file but was 
automated using an IBM Pc. Also describes: instructions 
to indexers; software and hardware requiiements; 
methods of data entry; staffing and future plans. 
ii; 
189, . ---, REFERENCE BOOKS, DICTIONARIES. 
Patrick , Dewey . Microcomputer dictionaries. Librai-y 
.iournal. feb,85, 110(2) 59-61. 
Describes the dictionaries comtaining microcomputer 
vocabulary very considerably and several dictionaries 
may be needed for any thing like comprehensive 
coverage. Also describes each of 27 dictionaries 
covering microcomputer terminology and 6 covering 
specific software packages. 
190. , PUBLISHING. 
Machovec, George S; Sieger, Jarvey. Microcomputer 
desktop publishing in libraries. Online libraries 
and mi.c.r.o,c.ompiJjte.rs.- Nov, 86, 4(11) 1-6. 
Examines the advantages and disadvantages ofthe Apple 
Macintosh and IBM PC and some of the applications of 
desktop publishing systems in libraries. 
191. , PURCHASING, PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 
Freedman, Mary; Carlin, A micro for Warminster 
Library .iournal. April, 85, 110(6) 54-55. 
Presents two scenarios concerning purchasing a computer 
for a public library, one of which is idealistic and 
the other realistic. The computer is required for word 
processing,letter and report writing, financial and 
statistical analysis, and to keep lists of special book 
funds, library donations and periodical holdings. 
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192. , READING PROMOTION 
Chan, Julie MT. The promise of computers for 
reluctant readers LlbLiXY CQmi?y,tiDQ (supplement to 
library iournal). Nov, 85, 110(18) 132-135. 
Describes how microcomputers may be used to develop 
readinq skills; general points to consider when 
selecting eduational software; specific factors to 
consider when selecting software for disabled and 
reluctant readers; and how to build a functional 
software collection. 
193. , RECORDS MANAGEMENT, INSTRUCTIONS, LIBRARIES 
AND LIBRARY MATERIALS. 
Maria R; Snider,Larry C. Microcomputer 
applications for library instruction: automation 
of test and assignment scoring,and student record 
keeping. Microcomputers for in f p r; m a t i on 
management. Sept, 85, 2(3) 171-188. 
Describes the development of an automated library 
instruction records management system using 
microcomputer technology. Includes assessment of need, 
exploration of options, system design, and operational 
development. Reports operational results based on 
actual system performance. 
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194. , REFERENCE WORK, PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARIES INDIANA. 
Smith, Dana E. The information station. Small 
COm.f5.yte.rs in libraries.. June,87, 7(6) 26-27. 
Describes the information station developed at the 
undergraduate library, Purdue university,Indiana. This 
is a microcomputer supported sequence of proqrams 
designed to provide reference assistance at timees when 
reference personnel are not available or too busy. It 
contains menu-driven help/information screens on the 
locations or availablity of specific reference books, 
general directions for finding books, magazines, 
newspapers, and special services offered in the 
building at large. 
195. , RESERVATION SYSTEMS, UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, 
NEW JERSEY. 
Snelson, Pamela, Streamlining reserve reading with 
a microcomputer. Small cgmpute rs in 1ib r a r i es. 
Apr, 86,6(4) 9-11. 
Discusses a reserve system which is often the last 
component to be installed in an integrated library 
sytem. Some systems omit an automated reserve system 
entirely. Describes the microcomputer based data based 
management programme used at Drew University, Madison, 
New Jerey U.S.A. to expedite the processing of 
materials in their reserve department. 
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196 REVOLUTION. 
Ertel, Monica M. A small revolution 
Microcomputers, in libraries. Special Libnaries 
April,1984,75, 95-101. 
Points out that in just few years the number of 
software packages designed specially for libraries has 
gone from zero to 75 and that change is the name of the 
game in microtechnology. The number of uses in 
libraries is only limited by the librarians 
imagination. 
197. Fosdick, Howard. The- microcomputer revolution. 
Li..b.Li.rv journal" July, 1980, 105, 1467-1472. 
Predicts that the microcomputer will undergo the 
same kinds of changes that the microcomputer 
underwent in the 1970s.Many librarians, unable to 
afford computing services, will turn to the micro 
during the next few years. 
198. SCHOOL LIBRARIES, EXPERIENCE, 
Sussman, Valerie. Computerizing a small elementary 
school library a first experience. Catholic 
library world. Nov/Dec, 86, 58f3) 126-128. 
Describes the first attempts to automate a school 
library using a commodorre PET microcomputer withthe 
first priority computerised circulation control. 
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199. , SCHOOL RESOURCE CENTRES. 
Masek, Doris. Microcomputers in the small 
elementary school media centre. C a t.h g. 1 ic 1 i b r a r y . 
world. Nov/Dec, 86, 58f3) 129-131. 
Provides a sharp focus on the use of thecomputer inthe 
small school library media centre as an instructional 
and library management tool. The microcomputer is a 
time and labour saving device which frees the 
librarians to perform the most important aspects of 
library services to the faculty and student body. 
200. Price, Consuelo. The microcomputer inthe small 
high school library. Catholic library world. 
Nov/Dec, 86, 58(3) 122-124. 
Presents the reasons for introducing a microcomputer in 
to a small shcool library media centre with plans for 
future use. 
201. ---, , UK. 
Earl, Brian,An Apple inthe library. School 
.librarian. Mar, 85, 33(1) 12-17. 
Discusses the acquisition of an Apple computer solely 
for use in the Wootton Bassett Comperhensive school 
resources centre stressing that the advantage of having 
the microcomputer in the library lies in having it 
online and immediately available for information 
retrieval. Describes the file management program on two 
floppy disc. Outlines further files and applications 
and describes the data base currently in use and others 
under way. Also discusses future trends. 
118 
202. , SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, PROGRAMS, SUBJECT 
INDEXING. 
Hardy, Paul. Computer-aided indexing of technical 
manuals.Indexex- Apr, 86, 15(1) 22-24. 
Describes theuse of a microcomputer to index technical 
documentation. Provides notes onthree programs stating 
the limitations and benefits of each. Concludes that 
indexing packages on microcomputers are of use mainly 
to those who index their own work or who are sent work 
in a computer readable format. The main advantage is 
the ability to re-index rapidly where documentation is 
prove to frequent revisions. 
203. , SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE SEARCHING, 
ORGANISATION. 
Rowell,Peter R; Utterback, Nancy. Scientific 
literature currency and organisation using a 
microcomputer. Online. January,1984, 8, 18-21. 
Describes the method of keeping up with the literature 
in specific areas using a microcomputer to download 
pertinent information. The procedures are: 
1) search the literature once a month; 
2) download the selected articles; 
3) format the information to print file cards and 
abstracts; 
4) print file cards and abstracts; and 
5) merge files quarterly. 
119 
204. , SEARCHING, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, USERS. 
Walker, Geraldene. End user searchinq: the 
beginning or the end? Refe.re.nce.._Alb£i,r.la 86,(14) 
39-51. 
Describes the role of the librarian as intermedi£Hrv 
between the user and his information requirement has 
changed as a result of the spread of personal 
microcomputers now freely available to end users with 
little or no training or experience. Reports studies 
on the search performance of end users considers 
potential library adoptations and expansion of services 
provided. Also discusses information as a commodity, 
and feebased information services. 
205. ---, SELECTION. 
Manson, Robert M. The micro market placerhave the 
principles for selecting a micro changed? Library 
.iournal. Jan, 84, 109(1) 60-61. 
Argues that despite bankruptcy of a number of 
microcomputer producers and the growing dominance of 
the market by IBM the ground rules for choosing a 
microcomputer (needs assesment and situation assesment) 
are still the same, although some degree of IBM 
compatibility is desireable. 
206. , , TAIWAN. 
Huang, Shih-hsion. Microcomputer and libraries 
Jo.y,rnal of education media and library sciences 
spring, 84, 21(3) 300-307. 
Outlines the characteristics of microcomputers and how 
they are selected in libraries. Introduces some systems 
of marked success with library and information 
professionals. 
120 
207. , SHEET MUSIC INDEX, COLLECTION. 
Carter, Nancy F. Sheet music index on 
microcomputer. I,nf o.rmat.ion technology; and 
libraries. March, 1983, 2, 52-55. 
This is a description of a microcomputer pro.iect in 
which index to collection of popular sheet music was 
made. The software of choice was profile and the 
hardware was a TRS-80 Mode II. The primary division was 
by data. Other data fields are: 
1) title; 
2) Composer; 
30 lyricist; 
4) first line;and 
5) comments. 
?08. , SHELVING SPACE UTILIZATION, PROGRAMS, 
SUPERCALC-3, KANSAS. 
Moreland, Rachel S. Managing library stacks space 
with a microcomputer. Sm.a.1.1 computers in 
libraries. June, 87, 7(6) 38-41. 
When 200, 000 volumes were removed from the main 
library at Kansas state university, most of the 800, 
000 remaining volumes needed to be shifted, the shift 
was planned so that available space was distributed 
according to the growth patterns of the collection, to 
prevent the need for further shifting within 10 years. 
Describes the use of microcomputer program, super Calc3 
to create two spreadsheets: one to predict where space 
will be needed for further growth, and theother to show 
how space is actually used. 
121 
209. , SMALL LIBRARIES, GUIDELINES. 
Boss, Richard W; Espo, Hal. Automation for 
librariesrsamll is beautiful...IF. American 
libraries. Dec,86, 17(11) 855-857. 
Offers guidelines for library automation. Surveys the 
micro based software systems and the larger microbased 
integrated systems on the market which are suitable for 
small libraries. Stresses the importance of ensuring 
that software support is provided by the vendor. In 
order to avoid retrospective conversion, librarians who 
are considering future automation should ensure that 
their records can be captured in machine-readable form 
as by-product of their current operation. 
210. , SOFTWARE, CATALOGUING, PROCESSING. 
Richards, Mary, Issues in microcomputer software, 
cataloguing and processing. Wisconsin library 
bulletin, summer, 1983, 78,68-69. 
Points out that untill AACR2 chapter-9 is revised, 
cataloguing of microcomputer software will be 
inconsitent,mainly because of lack of standardization 
of computer jargon and terms. Also discusses backup 
copies and the problem of copyright. 
211. , , COMMUNICATIONS. 
Mason, Robert M. Communications software: linking 
your micro to other compupters. Libraryjournal. 
October, 1983, 108, 1855-1857. 
Describes communications software (how it works and 
what you need to know before purchasing). Also includes 
an annotated list of books to help in the selection of 
the most useful software packages. 
122 
212. ---, ---, EVALUATION. 
Gordon, Anitra; Zinn, Karl. Microcomputer software 
considerations. School _l...i.b.ra.rv journal. August, 
1982, 28, 25-27. 
List the following points in the evaluation of 
microcomputer software: 
1) content; 
2) pedagogical soundness; and 
3) technical features. 
The buyer should remember that most software is not 
interchangeable among machines. Since educational 
software were use depends on the teacher, libraries 
would be wise to enlist the aid of the teacher in 
software purchase and evaluation. 
213. , ,INSTRUCTIONS, CHILDREN. 
Billinsky, Christvn. Children's software: designs 
for learning.Top of the news.summer,1983,39,315-320, 
Separates educational software into five sections: 
1) drill and practice to extend previous knowledge: 
2) tutrials to teach new mateial; 
3) simulation to teach new material; 
4) games for entertainment; and 
5) LOGO to teach logical and structured thinking.a 
necessity for programming,Each of these categories is 
discussed fully. 
214. , SOFTWARE PACKAGES. 
Naumer, Janet Noll. Microcomputer software 
packages choose with caution. School library 
journal- March 1983, 29, 116-119. 
Present an annotated list of software packages on a 
variety of processes.each software package gives brief 
hardware requirements, price and distributer. Also 
included is a list of software distributers and their 
addresses. 
123 
215. , , DATA BASE MANAGEMENT,PUBLIC 
LIBRARY,OAKRIDGE. 
Christian, Deborah. The microcomputer at Oa'kridqe 
Oregon. .Librar.y joyxoal. - July, 1980,105, 1470-
1472. 
Describes a datbase management software package which 
operates on an Ohio scientific C2-8PDF with one disk 
drive.. the software is used for the circulation 
procedures at the Oakridge Public library. 
216. . , DATA BASED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DB-MASTER, 
D-BASE II. 
Williams, Brian. Microcomputer based catalogs DB 
master and dBASE II. Online _..'..83 eg nf ere nee 
proceedings. 1983, 309-313. 
Describes two database management software packages, DB 
master and dBASE II, for use in libraries. The programs 
also compares but doesn't seem to indicate a preference 
for one over the other. 
217. , , GUIDELINES, SELECTION. 
Wools, Blanche E; Loertscher, David V. some sure-
fire microcomputer programs. School library 
.iournal. August, 1982, 28, 22-24. 
Provides an annotated list of 20 software packages for 
various micros with guarantee that these programs will 
work and will be popular. Also included are some 
guidelines for selecting software. 
124 
:18. , , HOUSE DATA BASES,EVALUATION. 
Tenopir,Carol.Identification and evaluation of 
software for microcomputer-based in-house 
databases. INf.Q.r.mat.ion technology and libraries . 
March, 1984, 3, 21-34. 
Describes in detail about how to choose software 
packaqes to create your own databases. Often a poor 
choice in software can cost more than the micro in 
wasted time, program modification, and frustration. 
Often a bad mistake can even cost more than in-house 
programming. 
219. , , INTERLIBRARY LOAN,OCLC. 
Nevine,Kate F. Microcomputers and OCLC access 
Small computers in libraries. April, 1983, 3 , 3 -
This is brief description ofthe software package 
available from OCLC for use on the new IBM PC M300 
workstation. This package,micro enhances, will 
streamline the OCLC inter library loan sub-system. The 
use of micro inhancer will cut down on the number of 
hours the operator will need to be at the 
terminal,thereby releasing the terminal for other 
tasks. 
125 
120. , ,SCI-MATE. 
Stont, Catheryne; Marcinko,Thomas. Sci-Mate: a 
menu-driven universal online searcher and personal 
data manager. Online. September,1983, 7,112-116. 
Describes the software package Sci-Mate developed bythe 
institute for scientific information. This packaqe has 
two major modules: 
1 ) the Universal online searcher,"Which allows the user 
to search in plain English the commercially available 
databases; and 
2) an offline," Personal Data Manaqer". 
It is also possible to search using the regular search 
strategies. Sci-mate will operate on the IBM Pc. Vector 
3 or 4, Apple II,TRS-80 Model II, and any otherCP/M 
operating system micro. 
221. , ,USERS GROUP. 
Mason, Robert M. Computer-aided decisions. Users 
group. L.i,bra.r.y jou.rna.l. December,1983, 108, 2224-
2225. 
Discusses a software pavkaqe forthe librarian in charqe 
to help him make decisions and to be aware of potential 
problems before they happen. Also discusses the 
importanceof users groups and gives a ' couple of 
examples. 
126 
222. , ,VISI-CALC. 
Shaw,Debra S. VisiCalc and the library aquisitions 
budget. On. 1 .i..D.e...'..8.3 conf e_renc.e p roc.ee,di..ngs . 1^83, 
266-270. 
States that in using the software package VisiCalc for 
doller allocations is to be devided among various 
academic departments. This is done according to a 
formula developed by William E. Mc Greath an others. 
The advantages of using VisiCalc are: 
1) speed; 
20 redundancy elimination; 
30 accuracy; and 
4) good documentation. 
12Z. , SOFTWARE, SELECTION. 
Wools, Balanche E, Selecting microcomputer 
software for the library. Top of the new s. 
summer,1983,39, 321-327. 
Presents a very in formative article on selecting 
software. After searching recent literature for 
selection criteria the result came up with the 
following: 
1) accuracy; 
2) authenticity; 
3) relevance; 
4) difficulty level; 
5) capatibility; 
60 required peripherals; 
7) ease of use; 
8) good documentation, 
9) easy modification. 
The article warns against being pressured into 
purchasing a software package of questionable quality. 
127 
224. , , , EVALUATION. 
Lathro, Ann "MicrocomDuter courseware: selection 
and evaluation". T O Q of. „the news. spring. 1983, 
39, 265-274. 
Presents a set of guidelines for reviewing 
software,particularly educational software. Three basic 
questions may be answered before purchasing software: 
1) will it operate on the equipment? 
2) Does it fill an existing need? and 
3) Would it be a useful computer excercise? 
The purchaser should also test the program by reviewing 
it from several viewpoints: 
1) a good student; 
2) a poor student; 
3) an educator; and 
4) someone trying to "crash" the program. 
?25. , , , , MEDIA CENTRES. 
Miller, Inabeth. Microcomputers in media centre— 
selecting software. Collection building 
summer,1983, 5, 3-17. 
States that there are no absolutes in evaluating 
software since its ultimate value will be whether the 
teacher and student make use of it. Media librarians 
should keep on top of the literature. Reviews are 
rapidly becoming a regular feature of many 
periodicals. Also the librarian might use the micro to 
keep her/his own review index. 
128 
226. , , SYSTEM, CORTEX, UK. 
Chapman, Patricia: Noerr,Peter L. BLAISE CORTEX: 
amicroprocessor system for libraries. I.nfprmation 
processing and management. 1983, 19, 77-81. 
Describes CORTEX, a British software system designed 
for libraries using microcompters. CORTEX consist of 
three modules: 
1) data entry and data edit-- a word processing like 
procedure to add or change a record; 
2) telecommunications the program which connects 
the micro to the main frame; and 
3") file management. 
With CORTEX, catalog records canbe created and batched 
and then sent to the mainframe at a later time. 
227. , , , DATA FACTORY. 
Dewey, Patrick R; Garber, Marvin. "Easy to use 
microcomputer generated 'sub.iect guide' wall 
chart". Online March,1983, 7,32-42. 
Describes a system called "Data factory" which was used 
to produce a database of subjects with LC call numbers 
and Dewey numbers. The hardware was an Apple. the 
output was a chart which can be displayed to lead 
patrons from sub.iects to call numbers in order to 
locate materials. 
129 
228. , SUBJECT INDEXING LAW PERIODICALS, GOVERNMENT 
DEPARTMENT LIBRARIES, UK. 
Callow, Marti. Producing an index to legal 
periodicals in the foreign and commonwealth office 
library using cardbox.Program.July,85,19(3)251-261, 
Provides an account of setting up an index to legal 
periodicals inthe foreign and commonwealth office 
library using a microcomputer with hard disk storage 
and cardbox-plus software. Describes the use of the 
system,including the method of searching the data base 
and of producing monthly list of new articles on 
international law. 
229. , SWITZERLAND. 
Evers, Hans. Hardware and software developments 
inthe microcomputer world with respect to 
information retrieval in Switzerland. NEWSIDIC. 
Jan, 86, (750 10-11. 
Discusses trends in hardware and software developments 
in the microcomputer world with respect to information 
retrieval in Switzerland. Concludes that Switzerland is 
for computer friends a more than average lucrative 
market: the purchasing power is high, there is 
sufficient capital available and the economy has 
recognised that innovation deficits, if there are any 
can be reduced by using the most modern technical 
means. 
230. , , MARKET PLACE, COMPETITION, CHANGE. 
Mathews, Joseph R. Competition and change: the 
1983 automated library system marketplace. Library 
jou,..rna.l . May , 1984,109, 853-860. 
Presents the librarian with a very comprehensive 
overview of vendors, systems by process cost of 
systems, and lots of other pertinent information 
necessary for the purchase and use of micros. 
130 
231. , TEACHERS EDUCATION, OHIO. 
Lezerick, Beth. Facing the future: one school 
commitment to computer education. Top of the news. 
1983, 39, 261-263. 
Describes the computer literacy program in the 
elementary schools of Shaker heights, Ohio. This school 
district uses computer labs and begins teaching 
programming in the first grade. To support this 
program, many teachers use computer-assisted 
instruction in their classes. 
232. , TEACHING METHODS, INSTRUCTIONS. 
Eng, Sidney. CIA and the future of bibliographic 
instruction. Catholic library world. 
May/June,84,441-444. 
Describes the capabilities of the computer as a tool 
for bibliographic instruction and the effects of micro 
computers on bibliographic instruction libraries. 
233. , TECHNICAL PROCESSES AND SERVICES, ELECTRONIC 
SPREADSHEETS, LIBRARY MEDIA CENTRES. 
Bernhard,Keith E. Computer applications inthe 
library media centre: an introduction to 
electronic spreadsheets. S c h o_o.l 1. i b r a r.y m e_d i a 
quarterly. spring, 84, 12(3) 222,226. 
Discusses the applications of electronic spreadsheets 
and microcomputer to housekeeping duties in library 
media centres. 
131 
234. , , PUBLIC LIBRARIES, SMALL LIBRARIES, 
MISSOURI. 
Olsen, Bettv J. The micro and the small library. 
Sc.hoo.l _...l.i b r a r y j .ou.r n,a,l spec . i a.l s.upp.l erne n t o n 
library computing. May, 86, 32(9) LClO-LCll. 
Discusses the introduction of a microcomputer based, 
integrated software package in to a small public 
library. De So to public, Missouri. Outlines its use 
for alphabats of books cards, preparing overdue 
notices, typing catalogue cards,taking inventory,and 
handling circulation tasks of checking books in and 
out. A Ilnd microcomputer was acquired as more tasks 
were computerised. A computer was made available to 
users by appointment. Considers vendor support 
inadequate. Outlines sources of funding for purchasing 
micros. 
235. , , UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES. ILLINOIS. 
Planton, Stanley; Philips, Susan. An Apple for the 
librarian: the OUC experience.Journal of academic 
.l.ib.r.ar. i a n s h i p . Mar/Apr,86,12(2) 84-89. 
At Chillicothe, a small regional campus of Ohio 
university, Illinois routine library procedures were 
computerised on. Apple microcomputers. The library 
adopted two software programs.PFS: and visicalc with 
variable success. PFS applications include acquisitions 
lists, equipment/supplies inventories, microfilm/ 
periodicals management and statistical manipulation. 
Gives sample printouts. 
132 
?36. , , VIEDEOTAPE RECORDINGS, PUBLIC 
LIBRARIES,MICHIGAN. 
Dvkhuis, Randv. Automated control for 
viedeoacassette collections. .Library software 
review. Julv-Auq, 87, 6(4) 190-194. 
Describes the setting up of a viedeocassette control 
system, using dBASE III+ and an IBM Pc, at the Grace A. 
Dow memorial library, a medium sized public libary in 
Midland .Michigan. The 1st step in the pro.iect was to 
transfer data from an earlier system based onan Apple 
II computer by means of modems and phone lines and 
using the program A SCII express.the second step was to 
create the data base and program the system. 
237. , TECHNOLOGY, APPLICATION, PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 
Batt,Chris, Blunt facts at the sharp end. Its news. 
Sept, 86,(7) 18-20. 
Discusses the impact ofthe development and application 
of micro systems, and assesses the benefits to be 
gained from the new technologies in public 
libraries.Relates new developments to practical 
realities. Indentifies and examines three uses of 
micros: organisational administration; information 
management; and service innovation. 
238. , , GUIDANCE,PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 
Fowler,Bonnie S; Smith, Duncan. Microcomputers for 
the public in the public library. In.forriiat.ioD 
t.echno. 1 o.g.y .a.nd _l..i.br.a..r.i.es.. March, 1983, 2, 46-52. 
Describe the Winston-Salem, North Carolina adult 
continuing education departments entry into the area of 
microcomputer technology for patron use.the staff 
provides help and guidance and first-time users are 
encouraged. One of the main goals of the pro.iect is 
career guidance in this area. 
133 
239. , , SMALL LIBRARIES. 
Anderson,Eric S. The wired librarian's latanv: how 
micro can help small libraries battle 'the big 
boys' Am e r. i c a. n._. 1, i ,b r a. r. i e s . Apr, 87,18(4) 294-296. 
Discusses the impact of microcomputers on small 
libraries and the possible effects of future 
developments in technology and information services. 
240. , , VIDEODISC. 
Hug, William E. Videodiscs. microcomputers, and 
media program: district and school.IndianaQedia 
.iournal. 1980,3, 3-5. 
Discusses the use of microtechnology and the videodisc 
can definitely help the quality of school media 
programs. Also this will eliminate having to purchase 
and use of other machinary such as tape recorders, 
slide projectors, etc. 
M l . , , VIDEO TEXT PROCESSER. 
Mc Cormac, Mike. Converging technologies: the 
teleputer terminal. Aslib proceedings. January, 
1983, 35, 24-30. 
This is a description of a machine, which inplain 
words,is a video text processor. It also has automatic 
communications capabilities to access databases and 
then store that information for the user to access 
later. 
134 
242. , TELECOMMUNICATIONS. 
Kumaqai, N. Information exchanqe using 
microcomputers [in Japanere] . 0.nl.i.Qe K.ensaku., 
1987, 8(2) 47-67. 
Telecommunications systems used with microcomputers 
employed as online terminals are reviewed. these 
include modems; telecommunications software, and 
telecomunications networks. Packet switching and 
telecommunications standards are also described with 
special mention of open systems interconnection applied 
to Japan. 
?43. , , LOCAL AREA NETWORKS. 
Schmidt, Sandra. An introduction to local are 
networks. Action for libraries. Feb, 87, 13(2) 6-
7. 
Describes a local area network (LAN) as a collection of 
microcomputers and peripheral equipment linked by a 
shortranqe common dedicated communications path contain 
within the bounds of a single building, building 
complex or campus. Discusses: types of connection 
media; the arrangement of links and nodes; 
communication protocols; the advantages of using LANs 
in library automation systems; and library application 
software. 
135 
244. , , , POLYTECHNIC LIBRARIES, UK. 
Adams Roy J; Collier, Mel.Local area network 
development at Leicaster polytechnic library. 
Program. July,87, 21(3) 273-282. 
Mentions the uses of two types local area network (LAN) 
at leiscester polytechnic library.The library is 
connected to the polytechnic campus Cambridge Ring 
network which allows data communications with in the 
library, throughout the polytechnic sites and with the 
wide area network. the library provides various 
services including an OPAC onthis polytechnic network. 
A second LAN, a3 COM Ethernet, is used for a research 
project investigating the development of a decision 
support system on networked microcomputers. Gives the 
back ground to these developments, provides a brief 
summary of local area networking and describes the 
network configurations implemented. 
M5. , , , UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES,NEWYORK. 
Tao,Dorothy S. Local area networks for libraries-
cast and recast. Elec.txn.nlc_li.b^ ^^ ^ Apr, 87, 5(2) 
94-98. 
In 1984 the health sciences library at the state 
university of New York at Buffalo created a local area 
network for the library consortium of health 
institutions in Buffalo using a multi-user 
microcomputer. The rationale, methodology, capabilities 
and problems are discussed. 
136 
246. , TURNKEY SYSTEMS, SELECTION. 
Schwarz, Philip, Selecting automated microcomputer 
tu rnkey systems. Wisconsin 1ibrary by 1letin -
summer, 1983, 78, 70-76. 
Focusses on microcomputer systems, and brings out the 
fact that this decade promises to bring increasing 
power to the microcomputer and that libraries will turn 
to the micro the way they did to the mini. Also ,the 
process of selecting a vendor is the same without 
regard to the type of computer. 
247. , UNION CATALOG,MACHINE READABLE DATA. 
Bocher, Robert F. Developments of the Wisconsin 
State database and union catalog. Wisconsin 
library bulletin, summer,9183,78, 54-58. 
Describes the mitinet system, which aids in converting 
library records in to machine readable data. The main 
product of this conversion program is a union catalog 
for all libraries in the system. 
248. , UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, MICHIGAN. 
Manspeaker, William C; Dunkle. Rebecca M; 
Deember, Selden S. Microcomputer installation and 
supoort at the university of Michigan Library. 
I,D.f.Q,rM!a,.t.i.Q..n t.ec.h.n.o.l.o,gy a.nd_...l ibrar.ies . Dec , 86 , 
5(4) 295-306. 
Discusses the planning and implementation efforts 
required to support the installation of 80 
microcomputers, for staff use, at Michigan University 
Library, Ann Arbor, Reports the integration into 
library operations and in particular,the benefits of 
electronic messaging and conferencing. Includes: 
installation strategies; staff training,tele 
communications, CD-ROM products are also under 
consideration. 
137 
249. , UPLOADING. 
Lasbo, Paul. Upload on a micro application 
Qnline- January, 1984, 8, 12-17. 
This is an explanation to how one information 
consulting company got in to microcomputer technology. 
the conclusion to the article gives an informative list 
of does and don'ts for the micro buyer. 
250. , USE, SCANDINAVIA. 
Larsson, Birgitta; Marklund, Kari. Microcomputer 
hardware and software in libraries in the Nordic 
countries. Microcgmp,u..ters for information 
management. June, 86, 3(2) 139-150. 
Describes the results of the study on the use of 
microcomputers in libraries of Nordic countries. 
Generally it was found that the micro computer user in 
the Nordic libraries are not as sophisticated nor as 
varied as was expected. IBM is the only non-Nordic 
company capable of capturing a significant market 
share. The top three types of application are: 
1) data base management and online cataloguing; 
2) data base searching; and 
3) periodical management. 
The survey identified only 2 complete stand alone 
systems: 
1) the BIBLIOFIL system at Larvik, Norway; and 
2) the PEGGI system at Lund, Sweden. 
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